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FOREIGN RELATIONS AUTHORIZATION FOR
FY 1998-1999: DEPARTMENT OF STATE MAN.
AGEMENT INITIATIVES
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1997
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS AND

HuMAN RIGHTS,
COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,

Washington, DC.
1:33 p.m. in room
at
notice,
to
pursuant
met,
The subcommittee

2200, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Christopher H. Smith
(chairman of the Subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. SMITH. The Subcommittee will come to order. I am pleased
to convene this hearing of the Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights. This will be the first in a series of hearings devoted to the preparation of and enactment of a Foreign Relations Act for fiscal years 1998 and 1999.
I am also pleased to welcome our distinguished witness, Acting
Undersecretary of Management, Patrick Kennedy.
In the .ourse of these hearings, members of the Subcommittee
will have hundreds, I am sure, of specific questions for this witness
and others who will follow. Let me begin this process by stating a

few central concerns which I hope Undersecretary Kennedy will be
able to address.
First, there is a broad perception among American people that
government costs too much. Most Americans believe that it is unacceptable to have unbalanced budgets year after year, and that the
solution to this problem is to reduce the costs of government, rather than to raise taxes even higher than they have been raised durI
ing the last 20 years.
Many who work in government disagree with this assessment.
The officials who are charged with conducting the foreign relations
of the United States seem to be particularly strong in their convic-

tion that they and their department are understaffed, underpaid
and generally not adequately appreciated by the American people
or by the Congress.
For instance, a series of sympathetic articles in the news media,
relying heavily on official and unofficial sources in the State Department, has repeatedly informed the public that the Department's budget has been cut by 50 percent over the last 10 years.
In preparing for this hearing, I asked the Department for its own
statistics on actual appropriations and spending over the last 10
years. It appears that in fiscal year 1988, the Department spent
(1)

$3.578 billion, adjusted to fiscal year 1992 dollars to account for inflation and the estimate for fiscal year 1997 is just over $4 billion,
also adjusted to fiscal year 1992 dollars. This is an increase of over
30 percent in actual expenditures, and even after the adjustment
for inflation, there has been a 12-percent increase in real dollar expenditures of the Department.
The grossly misleading allegation of a 50-percent cut was apparently generated by counting the whole 150 account, which includes
a number of non-State Department expenditures, including hundreds of millions of dollars in direct assistance to foreign governments, and by measuring from a single year in which expenditures
were extraordinarily high. The 50-percent cut, in other words, is
not an accurate statement of what has happened to the State Department budget. If the Administration is committed to working
with the Congress for a bipartisan policy, and most of us in Congress share that commitment, it might be a good idea to start by
foregoing this misleading and counterproductive rhetoric.
Second, while overall spending levels are important, how we
choose to allocate the limited resources we have is an even better
index to what really matters to our government. Many Americans
believe that the cornerstone of our foreign policy should be the promotion of American values, that is, the protection and advancement of fundamental human rights of people around the world.
Looking at the State Department budget, I see the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor has only 52 employees and a
budget of just $6 million.
By way of contrast, the Public Affairs office is about twice as
large, with 115 employees and a budget of over $10 million. Even
the Protocol office has 62 employees, ten more employees than the
whole Human Rights Bureau. Each of the six regional bureaus
have an average of about 1,500 employees. These are the bureaus
the Human Rights Bureau sometimes has to contend with in ensuring that human rights is accorded its rightful priority against
competing concerns, and they have a combined budget of about $1
billion dollars, or about 160 times the budget of the Human Rights
Bureau.
This gross disparity in resource allocation is not only a poignant
symbol of the imbalance in our foreign policy priorities, it also has
important practical consequences. For instance, Washington officials from the regional bureaus develop their expertise by taking
trips to the regions in which they specialize. Officials in the
Human Rights Bureau below the rank of Deputy Assistant Secretary almost never have the budget for such trips. It is an unfortunate fact of life that we usually get only what we pay for, and
it appears that the American taxpayers are paying more for State
Department protocol and public relations than they are for human
righ ts.
Despite these serious concerns, I do want to congratulate the Administration for several of its management initiatives. The proposal
to include certain fee revenues, including the machine-readable
visa fees, in the Department's appropriated budget seems designed
to increase transparency and accountability in the budget process.
The International Cooperative Administrative Support Services
also increases transparency and accountability by giving Congress

and the American people an accurate picture of the real cost of
maintaining our overseas personnel and how this cost is divided
among the various government agencies that maintain an overseas
presence. The Overseas Staffing Model is designed to ensure that
our employees are posted where they are really needed. We will
have questions about these initiatives but I want to say at the outset that we appreciate the efforts by the Department to put its own
house in order.
Finally, I want to encourage the Department and the Administration in what I understand is their ongoing effort to produce a
plan for reforming our foreign policy agencies in a way that will increase efficiency, reduce costs and preserve the vital functions of
these agencies. In particular, I think it is important that any such
reform preserve the independence of our international freedom
broadcasting services, and other functions of public diplomacy that
are performed by the U.S. Information Agency.
I believe, however, that we all learned a lot from the experience
of the last 2 years about the importance of working together. The
indications we have received from the Administration is that it is
willing to work with the Republicans and the Democrats in Congress on reform and possible reorganization of our foreign policy
agencies, and I think that is an important symbol of that spirit of
bipartisanship. If the Administration will produce a reorganization
plan in time for markup, which has been tentatively scheduled for
March 20, 1 promise that it will be carefully and thoughtfully considered by our subcommittee, and I am sure, by the full committee,
as well.
I would like to ask Mr. Wexler if you would have any opening
comments?
Mr. WEXLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do not have any opening comments of any specificity. I would just simply like to say on
behalf of the Democratic members, that we look forward to working
with the Chairman in a bipartisan fashion as you suggested, and
likewise look forward to working with the State Department, and
I personally look forward to possibly today or in the future hearing,
some of the responses with respect to some of the concerns that
were stated by the Chairman in the earlier part of his remarks.
Mr. SMITH. Undersecretary Patrick Kennedy-just a brief introduction-is currently the State Department's Acting UndersecreForeign
the Mr.
U.S. Kennedy
Counselor
tary for Management and Minister Service
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Foreign
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joining
Since
Service.
has held many posts, including Assistant Secretary of State for Ay_
ministration and Counselor for Administrative Affairs in the U.S.
Embassy in Cairo, among many other things. Mr. Kennedy, if you
could proceed, and your statement will be made a part of the
record, but proceed as you wish.
Mr. KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE PATRICK KENNEDY, ACTING
UNDERSECRETARY FOR MANAGEMENT, U.S. DEPARTMENT
OF STATE
Mr. KENNEDY. I am pleased to appear before the committee
today. The House International Relations Committee has a long
history of assisting the Department in its efforts to advance the for-

eign policy interests of the American people. Your efforts have been
invaluable in the past and I am seeking it again today as I testify
in support of the Department of State's fiscal year 1998 budget request for those accounts which fund departmental operations.
I will not read my entire statement, but I would like to summarize its principal points. I would also be grateful, Mr. Chairman,
if my written statement could be entered into the record.
Mr. SMITH. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. KENNEDY. Secretary Albright has already spoken eloquently
before this committee about the substantive foreign policy requirements that underpin this budget request. She has outlined the
principal foreign policy challenges before us today and pointed to
the challenges that lie ahead of us in what remains of this century
and beyond.
In order to meet these challenges, there is a real need for diplomatic readiness, maintaining, or in many cases, restoring the
human and material infrastructure that allows the Secretary and
others, whether they work for the State Department or other agencies of the U.S. Government, to advance the national policy agenda
overseas. This is not an easy burden.
To support and advance American interests around the world,
the Department of State maintains some 250 diplomatic and consular posts in 164 countries. These platforms are the home bases
for not only the Department-of State but also for more than 200
other U.S. Government entities who help support and advance
American interests.
The operation of these platforms clearly supports the Department's request for the amount specified in the President's budget,
both for our own operations as well as those we carry out as a provider of support services to all agencies with an overseas presence.
In order to improve our ability to manage such a worldwide operation and ensure that every tax dollar is wisely utilized, the Department has made significant process in a number of important
management initiatives. I will speak about them later in my presentation.
Finally, we are making increasingly greater use of strategic planning in compliance with the Government Performance and Results
Act of 1993, to ensure that we allocate our scarce resources to the
highest
priority.
Let me
begin by highlighting the major elements of our budget
request. We need to fund mandatory pay raises overseas as well as
domestic inflation. We must continue to improve our information
technology infrastructure. Our budget request seeks $40 million additional finding in this area.
We ne' Adadditional funding for other initiatives, as well, hosting
important international conferences, upgrading our infrastructure
in China and complying with legislated arms export control mandates. We must continue to support an aggressive border security
program, particularly by upgrading consular systems, employing
new technologies, and adequately funding worldwide consular operations.
We must maintain our overseas inventory of facilities to promote
operational efficiency, employee health and safety, and an extended
useful life for our buildings.

In her confirmation hearings, Secretary Albright noted that
American leadership in the world derives from having the full
range of foreign policy tools, including military force and vigorous
diplomacy. We need to approach diplomacy with the same commitment that has made our armed forces what Secretary Albright referred to as "the best led, best trained, best equipped and most respected in the world." Diplomatic readiness is the basic foundation
of a vigorous, constant, creative and effective diplomacy.
There are three principal components of diplomatic readiness.
The first is human resources. We need a work force that reflects
the vigor and diversit of the Nation it represents. We also need
the right number of skilled employees, with foreign language and
functional and technical expertise, who are well prepared to represent the varied interests of the United States overseas, build effective relationships with international counterparts, exercise foreign policy leadership, protect American citizens and provide operational support for the conduct of foreign affairs.
Second, information. We need highly qualified personnel and the
information technology capability to gather, analyze and communicate information efficiently.
Third, infrastructure andoperations. We need well-maintained
office and overseas residential facilities, supported by efficient administrative, financial, logistical and security systems, which enable employees to conduct business properly at home and abroad.
Diplomatic readiness helps achieve real foreign policy goals. For
example, how can we maintain constructive relationships with
great powers without the right people with the right skills in our
most important diplomatic missions? How can we advance the nations' economic and commercial interests abroad without properly
trained and equipped personnel in the right places to help break
down trade barriers, support U.S. business and negotiate mutually
beneficial investment and tax agreements?
How can we effectively provide consular services to American
citizens traveling or living abroad if successively reduced budgets
cause us to close more overseas posts or reduce staffing at the posts
we are able to keep open?
There has been a cumulative negative impact on our diplomatic
readiness produced in recent years by the flat budgets the Department has had since 1993. Information systems have fallen behind
in technology, interconnectivity and reliability. Buildings require
substantial renovation. For well over a decade, we have not been
able to maintain realistic replacement cycles for critical equipment
that supports overseas operations, like computers, telephone systems, vehicles and office and residential equipment.
Staffing gaps, even at key embassies, are now the rule, not the
exception. Language training, arguably the most important training done at the National Foreign Affairs Training Center, has been
cut back. Other training has been reduced even further.
Without adequate security resources, the risk to our personnel,
facilities and information will soon exceed what is prudent.
The Department has undertaken a number of important management initiatives that are designed to help us make the optimal use
of the human and material resources that you provide us. As the
Chairman mentioned, the International Cooperative Administrative

Support Services system (ICASS), is a new way to manage and

fund administrative support for all U.S. Government agencies operating at diplomatic missions abroad. ICASS will provide senior
managers for the first time with information on the full costs of
overseas support, with the objective of obtaining quality service at
the lowest possible cost. At the mission level, these costs will be
distributed equitably and transparently under the guidance of a
local ICASS council composed of representatives of all U.S. Government agencies.
The Department is re-engineering its logistics system and redesigning its worldwide support operations. Work will be organized
around the total logistic process to provide material and services
better, faster and cheaper. We hope to achieve greater efficiency in
operations, move work from complex and expensive channels to
simpler and more economical processes and reduce inventory carryingcosts as well as transportation and internal processing costs.
Our Overseas Staffing Model calculates staffing requirements for
overseas posts based on workload, such as consular and administrative staffing, or derivatively, as a function of the post's global,
regional and bilateral foreign policy priorities, such as political,
economic and human rights activities.
Based upon the relational model of post overseas staffing requirements worldwide, the model provides Department managers
with an analytical tool for allocating personnel resources consistent
with foreign policy objectives and priorities, adjusting staffing levels proportionately to deal with any funding 1evel for personnel,
and determining staffing levels at new posts.
We plan to revalidate the Overseas Staffing Model on a regular
basis.
The Department has an ambitious border security program that
includes deploying advanced technology to all consular posts. State
and other agencies are actively sharing data to enhance the U.S.
Government s ability to screen out terrorists, narco-traffickers and
other criminals.
Every visa issuing post now has a sophisticated automated
name-checking system to help prevent visa issuance to people who
should not receive one. Every post now also utilizes the Machine
Readable Visa system, which offers numerous security features to
help strengthen U.S. border security.
In recent years, the infrastructure deficit has had a dramatic impact on many elements of the Department's information handling
system. For example, about 40 percent of the Department's overseas telephone switchgear is obsolete, 82 percent of our radio
equipment overseas is obsolete and 55 percent of overseas computer equipment is likewise obsolete.
Like all organizations in the public and private sector, the Department must also accelerate planning for and implement measures to solve the problems posed by the year 2000 dilemma, the
fact that almost all current software and most hardware recognize
only two digits in a date. This alone is expected to cost $135 million.
A key budget strategy that we will actively pursue beginning in
fiscal year 1998 is the retention of revenues generated by all fees.
In the past, we have retained only fees for machine readable visas

and for expedited passport processing. In 1998, we expect to retain
fees sufficient to support the delivery of standardized, high quality
consular services that the American people expect from their government, implement an effective U.S. immigration policy, improve
the nation's border security and contribute to the delivery of other
critical services.
The Department is also responsible for the acquisition, operation
and maintenance of over 12,000 office, residential and other properties abroad, which support some 200 U.S. Government entities at
our over 250 embassies, consulates and other posts. The real estate
asset management program disposes of unneeded properties and
uses the proceeds to meet higher priority real property needs. This
prog,.am generated $59 million in the past two fiscal years, and
with these funds and other appropriation balances, new facilities
were purchased which are now saving over $12 million every year
in avoided lease costs.
The most important current security issue is the need to combat
the threat of terrorism worldwide, especially in the Middle East. To
meet this threat, the Counterterrorism Budget Amendment provided an additional $38 million in no-year funding for the Department, of which $23.7 million will be used for improving and emphasizing security upgrades. While producing an immediate response
on the terrorist threat, the Bureau of Diplomatic Security must
also address a longer-term strategy for a more stable budget level
to address security requirements worldwide.
Diplomatic security rigorously applies a risk management strategy, the implementation of our security standards, at all overseas
posts. We calibrate the established generic security standards and
counter measures to meet specific threats at specific posts at specific times. This technique avoids the waste inherent in using a
one-size-fits-all approach to meeting security standards and allows
the Department to husband scare security resources.
Diplomatic security has also expanded its outreach to the U.S.
business community overseas, with the Overseas Security Advisory
Council, which helps protect life and facilities through informationsharing activities involving over 1,500 American businesses having
overseas operations.
The Department is also actively making progress in strategic
management, including meeting the requirements of the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993. Under the leadership
of an advisory group of nine Assistant Secretaries, the Strategic
Planning Team is developing an overarching International Affairs
Strategic Plan covering al U.S. Government activities abroad and
based on that, a plan for a Department of State strategic initiative.
Once reviewed by senior leadership, the plan will be the subject of
consultations with our stakeholders and customers, including other
agencies, the Office of Management and Budget, and the Congress
in the coming months.
Finally, the Department already requires overseas missions and
bureaus in Washington to prepare annual performance plans which
will now be derivative of the Department's strategic plan.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, when Secretary Albright spoke to
this committee earlier, she observed that, "There will be many occasions, in many places, where we will rely on diplomacy to protect

our interests and we will expect our diplomats to defend those interests with skill, knowledge and spine." She also noted that "we
cannot have world-class diplomacy on the cheap. We must invest
the resources required for American leadership."
In closing, I have focused on those parts of the State Department
budget which I am responsible for, that is, State Operations. We
have had flat budgets and State operating accounts for the past 5
years. This has led to a 17-percent real decline in State Department operating accounts, plus the overall 50 percent for the entire
150 account. We have clearly taken our share of cuts, and we have
placed before you, as we have placed before ourselves, the most ambitious reform agenda ever. We seek your support, Mr. Chairman,
in carrying out a reasonable, forward-looking U.S. foreign policy,
one that advances the national interest everywhere in the world,
and which requires a level of diplomatic readiness that the President's fiscal year 1998 budget request supports. Give us the tools
and we will do the job. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kennedy appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Secretary, thank you for your testimony and I
would like to note for the record that Mr. Richard Greene is joining
you, and in my understanding, he used to be the Chief Financial
Officer for DOS.
Mr. GREENE. My understanding, too.

Mr. SMITH. Got that right. Would you like to add anything, Mr.
Greene?
Mr. GREENE. No.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you. Let me ask a couple of questions and
then I will yield to my distinguished colleague. In preparing for
this testimony, we had asked the Department to provide statistics
on how many U.S. Government employees in our embassies have
as their principal responsibility issues about human rights, monitoring and cataloging human rights abuses and progress when
there are some. I so asked for the statistics on how many of our
employees, including those from State and Commerce and other
agencies, have, as their principal responsibility, the promotion of
other foreign policy goals like Commerce?
I will never forget one trip to China, back in 1995, one of several
human rights trips. I was struck by the fact that there was only
one human rights coordinator or service officer, but a seemingly
endless supply of people who were dedicated to Commerce. I never
got the exact number then, and I was wondering if you might have
brought some of that information with you?
Mr. KENNEDY. We are collecting that information for you, Mr.
Chairman, and we will have it shortly.
If I might note, there is an officer at each and every U.S. embassy who is charged with the human rights portfolio. This is a
State Department officer and that is a responsibility we take very,
very seriously. At those posts around the world where there is no
official Department of Commerce presence there, the State Department also carries the commercial and trade promotion responsibilities. At those posts where there are Department of Commerce officers present, the primary responsibility for trade promotion lies
with them. However, every State Department officer overseas, no

matter what their responsibility, always, looks out for both of these
matters, is always on the lookout for human rights violations to report to the human rights officer, and also looks out for trade promotion or economic development opportunities to bring to the attention of the Department and then onto the Department of Commerce.
I might note as well that of the entire panoply of personnel that
you saw in China, for example, probably 70 percent of those personnel are employees of agencies other than the Department.
Mr. SMITH. That would be very helpful to the Subcommittee to
know how that all breaks down, because I did get the sense of this
one particular officer who was doing yeoman's work, and another
time it was a woman who had that position, and she seemed to be
very capable. They seem to be marginalized, though, in the general
scheme of things. Trade seemed to be the zeitgeist that everyone
was marching to, and not human rights.
It seems to me that one officer might work in Honduras, where
it is a relatively small country, but a country the size of China it
seems to me, ought to be beefed up in terms of it. So, I look ?orward to receiving that.
I recently came across a Department notice dated February 6 of
this year, and it contains an advertisement for a foreign service officer who would be detailed to the Population Reference Bureau, a
non-governmental organization. At a time whenyou and others are
making an appeal for additional sources of funds, because personnel is not sufficient to the task, to be tasking out to NGO's, individuals who might best be kept under our own roof, seems to me to
present a mixed picture, especially when these are the same groups
that end up coming up on the Hill and producing information that
is used in very pitched battles on issues dealing with population.
How do you explain this kind of activity?
Mr. KENNEDY. Unfortunately, I do not remember reading that
particular notice, Mr. Chairman, but I fully agree with your phraseology, that this presents a mixed picture.
The Department engages in outreach to a large number of nongovernmental agencies and it seeks in this way to use force multipliers. By having a State Department officer work in certain nongovemmental organizations, we hope to derive, and we believe we
o derive, a greater benefit for the Department of State and the
U.S. Government than that one officer's presence might imply.
That officer, by working with that organization, has available to
him or her the entire range of matter, for example, on population,
which is an important international issue, and he or she then
serves as a conduit to both make the U.S. Government's concerns
known to that organization, but also to bring into the State Department and make available to the State Department the collective
concerns of organizations such as that. So, we use these and regard
these as a force multiplier.
Mr. SMITH. It strikes me that an organization like the Population
Reference Bureau and others like it take a decidedly partisan position on some very controversial issues, including abortion. At the
same time that you are making an appeal for additional funds, people are being tasked out to them. As you know, we just had a very,
very pitched and arduous fight on the old issue of population con-

trol 2 weeks ago, and yesterday in the Senate, and that will be replayed again later on this year. It is hard to justify additional resources if people are so plentiful they are being put into controversial organizations.
I mean, to the best of my knowledge, nobody has been tasked to
o with the National Right to Life Committee or the International
ightto Life Federation, which is an international, U.N.-recognized
entity, and I would not expect you to. But, then, I see something
like this. The beneficiary has a clear, non-ambiguous ideological
bent on how they perceive the world, they are entitled to it. But
whether we ought to be paying a U.S. employee to participate in
it is another question, in my view.
Mr. KENNEDY. Let me look into that and get back to you, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. SMITH. I would appreciate it.
Mr. KENNEDY. As I said, our usual policy and procedure in de-

tailing personnel to other government agencies or to non-governmental organizations is, to seek opportunities where the benefit
that can be derived for the Department of State and the U.S. Government as a whole exceeds the cost of sending that person to another entity.
Mr. SMITH. Let me just ask you on the refugee programs, I notice
that there is a request for $650 million, which is identical to the
appropriation in 1997, but it is a cut from the $671 million from
1996. Just about everything else in the budget request is ratcheted
upwards, except for this account. We are awash in a world of refugees, both those who are internally displaced, or those who are
seeking to find safe havens abroad. How do you account for that
decline?
Mr. KENNEDY. The refugee account is not one of the State Department operating accounts that is within my jurisdiction. I would
be very happy to submit material for you for the record, but that
falls outside of my jurisdiction.
I can only surmise that in the era of attempting to balance the
budget across the board, a cut of $21 million, from $671 million to
$650 million was regarded as something that could be borne, given
the circumstances, and I believe that my colleagues in the Bureau
of Refugee Program Affairs anticipated a reduced level of care and
maintenance requirements in the Great Lakes region in Africa because at the moment, though the situation in Eastern Zaire is certainly very, very tenuous and no one is quite sure which way it is
going to go, the refugee situation in Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda,
Tanzania, bordering on the other side of the Great Lakes, has stabilized significantly. So, as they are projecting into the future, they
felt that was the correct balance.
Mr. SMITH. I see. As you may know, this subcommittee had a
hearing on Zaire and the ongoing trauma of those people and from
many of the refugee groups that we heard from, there was deep
concern that there was a willingness by the international community, including our own government, to put that one behind us, just
because some people did go back.
But, there appears to be a lot of miscounting, a lot of other information that it is still an open book.

Mr. KENNEDY. It is, Mr. Chairman. The State Department is

very concerned, and as we sit here today, my colleague, George
Moose, who is the Assistant Secretary for African Affairs, is in
Capetown, where a conference and discussions are now going on
about trying to bring peace to that region.
As you know, if we can stabilize the political situation, we feel
we have a much better chance of bringing some order and some
stability back to the lives of these people.
Mr.

SMITH.

A number of county clerks have contacted my office.

They have also contacted other Members, Senators and House
Members in our State, and I am sure this has been happening elsewhere, and they are complaining that the 900 number to access information regarding passports is charging people for what, beforehand, was a free service.
Could you give us some insight into the rationale behind that,
what are the facts?
Mr. KENNEDY. Yes, Mr. Chairman. What we call the National

Passport Information Center opened in November of last year, and
this is a self-funding, i.e., a caller-pays system, that U.S. citizens
can contact to provide-and receive a broad range of passport information and assistance.
Any American citizen can call any one of our dozen passport offices, which are spread around the United States, from Washington
to Boston to Florida to Texas to the Midwest and all the way as
far a3 California and Hawaii. They can call those offices andh ear
a recording, for no cost other than the toll cost, if they are not living in one of those 12 regions, and they can receive all this information for free.
We, though, realized that we do not have an office in every city
in the United States and that people were having to make toll
calls, so we entered into an arrangement witifhAmerican Telephone
& Telegraph, so for 35 cents a xAinute, which is probably less than
the cost of a toll call from, say, Utah, to the nearest passport agency in Chicago or Los Angeles, they can get all the information that
ttey need for 35 cents a minute, andprobably at a cheaper cost
than the toll call.
They can also go on if they require specific information, information that is not the normal information that the average citizen
would need. They can go on and get that information by speaking
to an operator. There have been over 240,000 calls placed to this
service over the past 3 months and we have received only 25 complaints. We think that for this very low figure of 35 cents a minute,
we are actually providing a service to the American people that we
have not been able to provide in the past.
Passport agencies have had a 77-percent workload increase over

the past 5 years,'and it is growing at about a 7-percent rate annually, and we determined that it would be more effTcient to devote
our scarce government resources to dealing with citizenship questions and the actual production of the passport material and
outsource these questions. Although, as I said earlier, any American citizen can still call one of our,12 passport agencies at only

the cost of that call and receive this information from a recording,
as well.
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Mr. SMITH. The information that the county clerks provide, is

that different? Do you provide more insight?

Mr. KENNEDY. No, sir.
Mr. SMITH. So, it is the same?
Mr. KENNEDY. Our Bureau of Consular Affairs has an extensive
outreach program to clerks of the court and to post office clerks,
and this is the same basic information.
This information is also available on the Internet, if anyone simply types in www.statetravel.gov, they could call up all that information, and if they have the capability, they can download a passport application and print it out on their laser printer, and we will
honor that passport application when it is filled out and mailed in.
Mr. SMITH. Where is C-Span when you need it to be here to give
that number out?
Let me yield to some of my colleagues, and then I will come back
to do some final questions. Mr. Wexler.
Mr. WEXLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Kennedy, I very
much appreciate your reiterating the Secretary's comments with respect to an expectation of having world-class diplomacy on the
cheap and how unrealistic that is.
I listened very carefully, I think, to your comments with respect
to the Department's effort at strategic planning and with respect
to management initiatives and look at your text and you identified
five areas of management initiatives that, I assume, you perceive
as being important; the mandatory pay raises, improving the infrastructure, additional funding for certain conferences and initiatives,
aggressive border security patrol -and maintenance of overseas inventory facilities and so forth.
I certainly do not take exception with any of those items. I am
just curious, in the context of management initiatives and in the
context of strategic planning, unless I missed it, and if I did, I
apologize, what specific efficiencies have been designated? What
specific cuts have been provided as a result of the management initiatives?
Mr. KENNEDY. Over the last 4 years, we have reduced State Department's overall employment by 10 percent. We have 2,500 fewer
people on board than we had before. We have closed 30 diplomatic
and consular posts around the world. We have reduced equipment
purchases to the point where, as I mentioned earlier, that 40 percent of our telephone systems are obsolete, 80 percent of our radio
equipment is obsolete. We have reduced travel significantly.
Those are the bi-products. The initiative that we feel that we
have to take, such as better training facilities, are the direction we
have to go, but we realize that in an era of a balanced budget, we
cannot just simply appear before you and ask for additional funds.
In addition to those initiatives, we also have a number of management reforms underway in the State Department now, and I
mentioned some of those. But, with your permission, let me mention them again. One of the most important ones is our Overseas
Staffing Model. This is an attempt to ensure that we have exactly
the right people doing the right functions at every one of our 250
posts around the world. This allows us to take people from one location and redirect them to another, without an increase in staff.

Second, the International Cooperative Administrative Services
operation. Up until this year, the State Department, which represents 30 percent of the U.S. Government employees, civilian employees overseas, was paying approximately 70 percent of the cost
of maintaining those platforms abroad. That was between about
$100 and $110 million. The State Department was, in effect, subsidizing the operation of other government agencies.
By implementing the new ICASS system, which has every government agency pay for their own cost of operation at a post overseas,- this will shift that burden to those agencies and relieve the
State Department of that burden.
Logistics reorganization, which I mentioned, is changing the way
that we do business. We put together a team to look at the best
practices of the best U.S. companies, Sears & Roebuck, Motorola,
and find out how they deliver material and logistic services. Since
they are driven by the bottom line, if we adopt those tactics and
those procedures we think that we can make major savings. We
have just started this now, so I do not have a figure for you on
that.
Also, our information technology reform.
Mr. WEXLER. If I may, Mr. Chairman, one other question.
Mr. SMITH. Please do.
Mr. WEXLER. With respect

to the fee retention part of the program, it seems a bit odd to me in that if $10 million of fees are
retained, $10 million will be spent. If $80 million of fees are retained, $80 million will be spent. How does the fee retainage part
of the program equate to an overall strategic plan?
Mr. KENNEDY. Sir?
Mr. WEXLER. How would that relate in terms of priorities?

Mr. KENNEDY. Right now, the State Department is facing 5 years
of flat growth. We have not been able to keep up with the workload. If you take an example, we issue some six million passports
a year. That is a 60 percent increase per annum over the last 5
years.
We issue eight million visas a year. That is up 12 percent. We
assist American citizens abroad about one and a half million times
a year.
What we are seeking to do in this activity is to tie the cost of
providing the service to the services we deliver. That will drive us
to be more efficient. To make sure that we are not cooking the
books, we bring in an outside, very, very reputable firm, MitreTech
Corporation, which is well known for its integrity. We bring them
in, and they measure the cost of services.
So, then we know the cost of services, when we have to be as efficient and deliver them. But when the number of passports demanded rise, the State Department will have these additional fees.
We will then be able to retain those fees, hire additional personnel,
upgrade the equipment, upgrade the materials so we can deliver
them.
If, for some reason, the number of passports that are being demanded fall, we also have on our staff what we call temporary and
seasonal employees, and we also have a number of contracts with
service providers. As the demand falls, if we are able to retain and
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control the fees, we will then release those seasonal employees, not
hire those temporary employees, and cut back on the contracts.
So, the advantage here is good government. We are able to link
the demand on the State Department to the revenue, and therefore, save the taxpayer money by having that greater nexus.
Mr. WEXLER. Thanks.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Wexler.
Mr. Faleomavaega.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My apologies for
being a little late this afternoon. Nothing like taking a 16-hour
plane ride, coming back to Washington.
I certainly welcome Undersecretary Kennedy for his appearance
and testimony before the committee this afternoon. I would certainly second what Mr. Wexler said earlier about Secretary
Albright's classic statement that we cannot have world-class diplomacy on the cheap. If I could ask your comments, the Chairman
made a statement earlier about the claim that the State Department has made a 50-percent cut on its operations. I would like
your response to that, Mr. Secretary, unless you have already answered that question?
Mr. KENNEDY. The State Department, as the Chairman well
noted, has many different subaccounts that are represented in the
150 account, which is the overarching OMB derivative for the State
Department.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Just for the record, I do not think the Chairman questions the integrity of your accounting figures, but we
want to find out where you came up with the 50-percent cuts?
Mr. KENNEDY. If you take the entire 150 account over this period, there is a 50-percent cut. If you take certain portions of the
150 account, one arrives at different figures.
For example, in the State Department operating accounts, for
which I am responsible, there has been a 17-percent reduction in
our purchasing power over the last 5 years. So, the figures of the
50 percent are true. The figures of the 17 percent are true, and if
you go down each one of the sublines, you will get a different figure. But, overall, there has been a 50-percent reduction in the function 150 account overall.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. As I recall, because of the budget cuts, the
State Department had to cancel its usual annual entrance examinations for Foreign Service applicants. Is this still canceled? Are
there no more Foreign Service officers, junior officers, coming into
the force because of this?
Mr. KENNEDY. No, luckily, sir, we were able to restore the exam
this year. We had a 1-year hiatus and because of the budget cuts,
we are stretching out these. So, we gave an exam last fall, and
then we are going to give the next exam in February 1998.
So, because of budget restrictions, it was not given for 1 year,
and then we gave it after a delay of 1 year, and for the next period
of time, there will be an 18-month period between the exams. That
is one of those very hard choices we have to make.
We believe that an 18-month period will be sufficient to keep re-

plenishing the register of potential applicants for the Foreign Service.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. You mentioned exams given last fall. How

many universities participated in this examination? Do you have to
attend a Foreign Service school before you are permitted to take
this examination?
Mr. KENNEDY. Certainly not, certainly not, sir. The examination
is given in about 1,000 locations around the United States, and it
is also given at every diplomatic and consular post overseas where
an American citizen would like to take it.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. For example, last fall, how many participated in taking the exam?
Mr. KENNEDY. There were approximately 10,000 people who took
the written exam last fall.
Mr. FAEOMAVAEGA. How many entered the Foreign Service as

a result?
Mr. KENNEDY. We are in the process now of giving the oral examination, which follows on. Because there are so many young men
and women, and we are very, very proud of that fact, who are interested in serving their country in diplomacy, we simply could not
give oral examinations to 10,000 people. We use the written examination as, in effect, a pre-screen.
About 2,000 individuals are considered to pass the written examination, pass simply being a relative rank order. We just take the
first 2,000 people. We then work through that number to give oral
examinations, and we try, then, to reach a register of about 300 individuals. We hope this year to be able to offer appointments to
about 150 of those individuals.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. So, 10,000 apply, 2,000 pass the written examinations and only 150 slots are awarded each year?
Mr. KENNEDY. Yes, sir.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. What is the total number of personnel at

the State Department?
Mr. KENNEDY. The entire State Department corps is about
23,000 people. About half that number is composed of foreign national, locally engaged staff overseas, and the State Department
Foreign Service officer corps is about 3,000 people. We need somewhere between 150 to 200 individuals annually coming in to take
account of retirements, deaths, resignations.
Mr. FNLLEOMAVAEGA. These 10,000 to 12,000 foreign nationals, is
that because it is required? Do we have to hire these foreign nationals?
Mr. KENNEDY. No, sir, we hire foreign nationals overseas for
three reasons. To do blue collar work, where it is simply the maintenance work in unclassified areas of the embassy, to function as
drivers. We also hire them to fill a number of jobs because of their
language skills. While we have a number of foreign service personnel who have the right language skills, we need additional lanhire them to do certain unclasWe also
personnel.
guage-qualified
sified jobs, because
it is simply
cheaper
to hire a foreign national
for $5,000 or $10,000 a year, than to hire an American citizen at
$25,000 to $75,000 a year and then transfer them to those locations.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. I see.
Mr. KENNEDY. We go for the best bang for the buck, consistent

with getting the mission done and security concerns.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. So, with about 11,000 permanent Foreign
Service officers, that is a pretty low turnover, if you only have 150
junior officers coming in every year.
Mr. KENNEDY. The Foreign Service component of the State Department, if I might, is broken up into two subcomponents. There
are approximately 3,000 Foreign Service officers, and that is the
150 we are replacing every year. There are about 5,000 other, what
we call Foreign Service specialists. These are security personnel,
medical personnel, financial management specialists, computer specialists, information technology personnel, secretaries.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. They are not subject to the Foreign Service
examination?
Mr. KENNEDY. No, sir, we put a global announcement out and we
open separate registers for each one of those categories and seek
to draw the appropriate security personnel or the appropriate computer sciences professionals.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Mr. Secretary, I know my time is up. I just
want to make an observation and ask another question. For over
8 years now I have been a member of this subcommittee and I am
still puzzled about the low numbers of people of color that serve in
the diplomatic corps. If the State Department is serious about its
minority recruitment program, it should look not at just the Ivy
League schools, but at the black universities and public universities in the West, not just the East Coast.
I have always been puzzled as to how you go about making these
selections and I also question the fact that if the State Department
is really dead serious about getting minorities involved, minorities
who qualify should not be disqualified for some stupid reason
Mr. KENNEDY. Let me give you a short answer, and then, if I
might call your office and come up and meet with you and give you
a longer answer?
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. Better yet, could you submit that for the
record, please?
Mr. SMITH. That will be made a part of the record.
[The answer appears in the appendix.]
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. All right.
Mr. KENNEDY. Certainly, if I can give you a quick answer. For
example, minority exam takers on this year's Foreign Service exam
were up 114 percent over the one that was offered 2 years ago. I
am not pleased, I am not satisfied with the intake of women and
minorities into the Foreign Service. We have to, we must do better.
However, we have been taking a number of active steps over the
last 4 years to reach out. For example, we have assigned ten Foreign Service officers, what we call diplomats in residence, to schools
in Arizona, California, Georgia, Illinois, NewYork, North Carolina
and Texas, and there is also one in Florida this year, to reach out
to these areas where the population is more heavily minority, to try
to use these diplomats in residence to reach out to those university
populations.
We have what is called the Foreign Affairs Fellowship Program,
which has a cadre now of 38 very highly qualified minority students who are on the verge of graduating from the universities
with our assistance, and these 38 will be entering the Foreign
Service in the period from 1997 through 1999. We have an active

outreach program. Is it as successful as it should be? No. Are we
to
We think we are, but we somehow have
doing
we can?
do everything
more, because
a 114-percent
increase is still not producing
the actual intake into the Foreign Service that I wish.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. I appreciate that and I look forward to seeingthat when you submit it for the record.
Diplomatic security-what is our proposed budget for 1998 on
diplomatic security?
Mr. KENNEDY. Thanks to your help over the last 2 years, we had
supplemental funding from the Appropriations Act.
We have taken this funding and we have expanded our local
guard programs. We have begun a replacement program for our armored vehicles and for the technical security equipment that we
deploy overseas.
We have also been able to open our register for new diplomatic
security officers to be assigned overseas, and we will be bringing
on this year a class of 75 new diplomatic security officers. The
budget request that is contained in this proposal will allow us to
annualize the costs that have been brought forward by the supplemental, so that we will have in future years salaries and other materials to keep these 75 new diplomatic security agents on the
roles, and permit us to hire an additional 35 new diplomatic security agents every year for subsequent years, to serve as the fill ins
for resignations and retirement. We will also use the funding to
provide for the equipment and the local guard forces that are necessary to keep our facilities running. If I might turn to my colleague for the details.

Mr.

FALEOMAVAEGA.

No, I am not looking for details. I just want-

ed to make sure that there is reasonable planning for this important area that ensures the safety and security of our personnel
overseas. I have just gotten back from San Salvador and it is always easy to see things in hindsight. As an observation, Mr. Secretary, and I am sure the State Department is sensitive about this,
but in San Salvador a couple of years ago, we built a $70-million
embassy because of the security measures that were deemed necessary for that Central American country.
My question is how did you go about assessing that we needed
a $70-million facility in El Salvador? Were there that many security problems in that country?
Mr. KENNEDY. During the height of the El Salvadoran conflict,
when American government employees did lose their lives in El
Salvador, there was a significant threat. Right now, we are not
building any new $70-million embassies. We have a $285-million
budget for security. We apply what we call risk management.
Along with the intelligence community and other U.S. Government
agencies, we look at the technical threat, the terrorist threat and
the threats from crime in every city. We analyze those factors and
we now use risk management to target the specific counter measures we should apply to each one of those threats in each specific
location, to make sure that we spend both the minimum and the
maximum amount necessary. The maximum amount necessary to
get good security and the minimum amount necessary to get good
security. So, we target it through risk management.

Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA. All right, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, Mr.
Secretary.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you. Before yielding to my friend, Mr. Payne,
just let me follow up on that. I would like the details. You were
turning to Mr. Greene for that. Is the $285 million sufficient to the
task, if I am correct on that? You talk of a security infrastructure
gap, Mr. Secretary. Could you expound on that a little bit more in
terms of how that came to be?
Finally, the shifting of the Marine guards, the cost to DoD, how
much does that save and where does that money go, or is it just
money that you now can rebudget for other things?
Mr. KENNEDY. The security infrastructure gap arose over the
course of the last 5 years, along with our information technology
ap and our personnel staffing gap. It arose from the fact that the
tate Department's budget was flat for 5 years, and as we went
through this period with the 17-percent reduction in funding, we
had to make some very hard choices.
I do not believe that at any point did we push security below the
minimum necessary. What we did was push the envelope on equipment and material. Armored cars, which we need in many parts of
the world, do not last as long as any other cars, because they have
some 3,000 pounds of extra armor being carried. Security equipment, such as metal detectors, infrared motion detectors, cameras
and similar items, have a limited life cycle and a life expectancy,
and they wear out, as any piece of electronic equipment does.
So, we kept that equipment in service long after its expected life
cycle, gambling that it would make it or we could play the triage
game. If this armored car went, we pulled one of the few spares
out.
With your help over the last few years, with supplemental funding the State Department has received, we have bought down that
infrastructure gap in the security arena. With the President's budget, which is before you today, if we receive these funds, we will be
then able to begin a reasonable replacement and replenishment
cycle so we have the right amount of equipment and also the right
amount of funding to keep the number of diplomatic security officers and the number of local guards in place.
On your question about the Marine security guards overseas, in
our budget request when that funding was transferred from the
State Department to the U.S. Marine Corps, the Department of the
Navy, that amount of money was lapsed out of the State Department budget. So, we did not have the money to refund or reprogram for any other purpose. The funding simply no longer exists
in the State Department budget.
Mr. SMITH. How much did that free up, though?
Mr. GREENE. About $24 million.
Mr. SMITH. About $24 million? The $285 million, is that the right
figure? Now, obviously that has been through the filter of OMB.
Was their request higher at any point, as it worked up the chain
of command?
Mr. GREENE. Well, we usually do not like to comment on internal
budgetary matters.
Mr. SMITH. I understand, but you are being asked.

Mr. GREENE. It is probably safe to say that our request for everything we asked for was higher.
Mr. SMITH. OK. Is there any way that can be transmitted to us?
I mean, it seems to me security matters are very high on my priority. Again, when you are talking priorities and our people being put
at risk, it would be nice to know what the Department thought
would be an adequate amount to make the difference.
Mr. GREENE. I will get that to you. I agree when Undersecretary
Kennedy says that we clearly think this funding was adequate.
Mr. SMITH. I know, again, you are sincere in what you are saying, but adequate sometimes is not adequate. I will never forget a
lesson I learned years ago on the POW/MIA issue, when General
Thai (he was the head of the Defense Intelligence Agency), said he
had all the tools and all the requisite money and material and everything else, analysts, to do the job on POW/MIA's. Then, a couple
of years later, when live sightings were proliferating, he was head
of the task force that asked for upwards of three times, and he tes-"
tified that it was totally inadequate.
I know everyone is under some restraints, but it would be nice
for this subcommittee to know what really is needed, especially
with terrorists abounding.
Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I did not have
an opportunity to hearyour testimony, but I do have just a general
question. With State Department personnel, I suppose there are
categories of hardship assignments. What I have been able to ascertain, though, is that a hardship post, perhaps in the long run,
does not provide any more compensation than a post that is in a
so-called high-cost-of-living country, like maybe France or something.
I wonder if you could explain how does the State Department
tend to induce people to go to hardship, Third World assignments
if the compensation is the same as if you were in Paris or Bonn
or something?
Mr. KENNEDY. Certainly, sir. The base salary of a State Department employee serving in a hardship post, serving in Paris or London or Bonn, is the same.
However, the State Department has a specific differential. It is
called the post differential, in jargon usually called the hardship
differential. Each post fills out a survey. This is sent to a team of
experts in Washington, and that survey is nmasured and graded
against a series of interag~ncy-agreed categories, and the result of
this grading is either 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, or 25 percent.
So, Parl's does not even bother to submit a survey and they get
a zero. A hardship post in the Third or the Fourth World would
have a score ranging from 5 to 25 percent. That is paid as a taxable allowance to any U.S. Government employee serving in that
area. By Executive Order, the Secretary of State administers the
Allowance Benefits Act for all U.S.. Government employees overseas. So, there is a definite monetary incentive to serve in those locations.
If I might also, there is an additional incentive in that in most
cases, the number of positions in our posts in the Third or Fourth
World are fewer than in the First or Second World, and a good
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number of State Department officers go to these hardship posts not
only for the financial benefits, but because posts are smaller, the
work is more equally distributed and therefore, it is possible at a
more junior grade to have, in effect, a more senior position.
Our No. 2 person in Paris, his position is graded at the most senior career position. Our Deputy Chief of Mission, our No. 2 in many
of our posts in the Third or Fourth World, is four or five rungs
below that; therefore, that person can acquire the management experience, can acquire the administrative experience, can be the No.
1 political or economic reporting officer in one of these hardship
posts, and therefore gain what they perceive to be an advantage in
the worldwide competition we hold each year for promotions.
So, there is both a monetary incentive and a career-enhancing incentive for serving in those hardship posts.
Mr. PAYNE. What I had heard, though, was that posts are also
evaluated on the relative cost of living in that particular country,
and therefore, my point was the cost of living adjustment, I guess,
locality ay they would call it they even have it in the United
States, they have locality pay were in New York, perhaps, the pay
is a little higher than in Des Moines, Iowa, I guess, perhaps-the
way things are going, I would not be surprised if Des Moines, Iowa
was higher paid than New York. But, is there a cost, is there a locality pay which would therefore increase the base salary of a person in the First or Second World that might bring it really to
where a hardship post would be?
In Paris, I am sure that you get a pretty good locality pay. You
do not get the same as you get inMr. KENNEDY. I apologize. I misunderstood your question.
Mr. PAYNE. No, that is OK, but I was glad you explained what
you did, because I learned a little bit more, too.
Mr. KENNEDY. There is a second allowance, there is a cost-of-living allowance which is also computed for every post in the world,
using a format that we have derived from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of Labor. Another questionnaire is given to
every post annually to determine the cost of living in that country.
How much does it cost for gasoline, how much does it cost for milk,
eggs, clothing, whatever?
That information is then submitted to Washington. The computer
analyzes it and the result is a scale of 100 which equals the cost
of living in Washington. In Paris, if the answer is 120, then an employee in Paris would receive a 20 percent cost-of-living offset, because the cost is more than in Washington.
On the other hand, any hardship post also is analyzed and so no
State Department/no U.S. Government employee of any agency
who is serving in any post in the world where the cost of living has
been mathematically determined to be more than the cost of living
in Washington is disadvantaged. They will receive anywhere from
5 percent more on up to whatever the limit happens to be, because
they have mathematically proven their cost of living.
So, serving at a hardship post does not cause you to be disadvantaged at all. You fill out the survey and it is compared to a Washington baseline and you receive the appropriate compensation.
Mr. PAYNE. OK, that is good. I guess my point is basically that
you would find that probably in a hardship post, the cost of living

is lower, and in a locality pay, you have a higher locality, also. I
mean, there is nothing you can do about it, it is just the way it
works out. Bottom line though, is that you would probably enadup
with about the same which would not make it an incentive. Let me
say it is not a disincentive, but it is not because people go to work
for the State Department for a lot of reasons, not only pay as a consideration. But, bottom line is that you may not end up, other than
career opportunities, perhaps, with a financial incentive, by virtue
of the cost of living, the locality being at level or below Washington
costs.
I am sure that Liberia's costs are probably a little bit lower than
Washington,
in Paris, where you would get the locality pay, they DC,
are whereas
about level. But that is nothing that either one
ofus can do anything about offhand, it is just that it ought to be
recognized, because we should have locality pay and we should
have pay for difficult assignments. But, the bottom line is, it comes
out to about the same.
Let me just ask another quick question. I hope you did not have
anything to do with the building of the U.S. Embassy in the USSR,
at the time. You have heard about that?
Mr. KENNEDY. The current building in Moscow is one of my responsibilities.
Mr. PAYNE. OK, but you inherited it?
Mr. KENNEDY. I inherited it, yes, sir.
Mr. PAYNE. I am glad to know that. I saw you reacting. Have
they been able to counteract that? I mean, that must have been a
good learning experience. I happened to go there, and the fellow
said, let me go around the corner and upstairs and way back there
and just listen, and they were talking on another floor way away,
and you could hear a little better than I could hear you right there.
They were just shocked that the Russians cheated or something.
Why would they, at the height of the cold war, let the Russian
technocrats build the U.S. Embassy? I mean, they even had a battery that would last 99 years. We should have taken that and tried
to get a prototype and see how it works. But, the batteries are still
working, stuck in concrete somewhere. How did that ever happen,
and what are they doing with the building now?
Mr. K+NNEDY. Let me try to give you a multipart answer. For
part of the answer, I would like to meet with you in a non-public
forum because it is not a subject that I can discuss in this room,
with this audience. But, I would be pleased to meet with you at
any time to go over the details.
Mr. PAYNE. All right.
Mr. KENNE)Y. A decision was made in the 1960's to build the
building in a certain way and on the basis of certain assumptions.
Those assumptions proved erroneous.
In 1993, the Secretary asked me to convene a committee and I
convened that committee with representatives from a number of
other U.S. Government agencies to decide what to do about the
bugged building in Moscow. After an extensive range of interagency
consultations, a classified presentation was made to the Congress,
on a new proposal, which is usually called Hardhat, to tear down
part of that building and build a new building on top of it, which
meets everyone's concerns for security. That process is now under-
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way. A contract has been let to an American company who will use
entirely American labor, entirely American materials and ship everything to Moscow in a controlled fashion. That work has already
begun, and I have every belief that we will have in 1999, when the
project is finished, a secure building which will be fully certified
and which will serve the national security interest of the United
States.
Mr. PAYNE. You did not hold the meeting in that building, did
you?
Mr. KENNEDY. No sir.
Mr. PAYNE. Oh, OK
[Laughter.]
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Payne.
Mr. Secretary, I would appreciate it, and I know you will probably have to provide this for the record, but the quicker and more
swiftly you can get it here, I would appreciate it, a list of all Department oeState employees who are detailed to non-governmental
organizations and the total cost and the names of those organizations.
I would also like to know which NGO's have personnel working
inside the building if that happens, either as interns or some other
fashion, to know the kind of collaboration that is going on there.
As quickly as you could get that to us, we would appreciate it.
Mr. KENNEDY. Certainly, sir.
Mr. SMITH. Just, in terms of the 17 percent cut you have mentioned a few times, again, in looking at these statistics which your
folks were kind enough to send over, in looking at it, you keep talking about the 17 percent cut, yet if you look over it from the range
of 1988, fiscal year 1988 to 1997, it went from $3.6 billion to $4
billion.
It seems as if you have locked onto the high number, what would
that be, 1992, and then used that as the backdrop to measure
whether or not something is a cut or an increase, is that correct?
Mr. GREENE. What the Undersecretary is referring to is just the
diplomatic operations resources. The number you used also include
contributions to international organizations, the United Nations.
Mr. SMITH. Yes, it is a State Department account, which is what
we are all about here.
Mr. GREENE. Those are equivalent, and the 17 percent is just the
money that is used for our analysis.
Mr. KENNEDY. State Department operating accounts, which are
the responsibility of the Undersecretary. The diplomatic readiness
portion, as opposed to contributions.
Mr. GREENE. Peacekeeping is part of the job.
Mr. SMITH. Right, but again, are you using a 10-year or 5-yc.Rr
timeframe to measure?
Mr. GREENE. We used the 17 percent to compare the 50 percent
number to, so that is back to 1985.
Mr. SMITH. To 1985?
Mr. GREENE. Yes.
Mr. SMITH. The issue on foreign buildings, the last few the Appropriations Committee directed the Secretary to establish an
interagency advisory board on real property management to help
oversee the State Department's $10 million in real property assets.

In your submission, it is suggested that about $180 million can
be realized through sale of property. What is the status of that advisory committee. Have they met, who makes it up, what kind of
power will they have? Do theymake their recommendation to you
and then you turn around and implement? What is the modus operandi?
Mr. KENNEDY. We have formed the advisory committee. It has
not yet had its first meeting. It is composed of representatives from
the State Department and from other U.S. Government agencies,
with a specialization in real estate and property management.
We have secured a senior representative from General Services
Administration who is well aware of real estate issues. We have obtained a representative from the Central Intelligence Agency whose
specialty is real estate and property management. We are also
going to have a representative named by the U.S. Postal Service.
I picked those three agencies because they are three civilian agencies of the U.S. Government who have the largest real property
holdings.
We will also have representatives from the State Department on
the committee, but I have deliberately named representatives who
have no vested interest in any of the properties. They will include
the Assistant Secretary of State for Consular Affairs, to make sure
that we have adequate consular facilities; the Assistant Secretary
of State for Economic and Business Affairs, who is concerned about
trade and agricultural promotion; the Assistant Secretary for Diplomatic Security, to make sure that whatever we do comports with
our security requirements and the Chief Financial Officer, to make
sure that the maximum amount of money is squeezed out of every
nook and cranny.
The group will meet. What we intend to place before them are
three packages of material; properties recommended for sale by the
General Accounting Office, properties recommended for sale by the
State Department's Office of the Inspector General, and properties
recommended for sale by the State Department's own Office of Foreign Buildings, because the latter is the list of properties that the
State Department wishes to sell. Because as I mentioned in my testimony, we sold $59 or $60 million worth of property over the last
2 years.
The State Department has every incentive to do this. The basic
incentive is that there is no money in our budget request for any
capital program for the Office of Foreign Buildings. There are no
funds available, no new appropriated funds, to make any real estate purchases whatsoever. Therefore, the only way that I can construct the embassies that I must construct in places such as Berlin
and Abuja, Nigeria, where each government is in the process of
shifting their capital from Bonn to Berlin, from Lagos to Abuja, or
in the newly independent states or elsewhere, is to use asset management, our program of sales.
What the Office of Foreign Buildings has done is to go out and
look at the widest possible range of buildings. Can we raise $180
million this year? I would like to think so, but I cannot guarantee
that. The reason is, when we place properties on the market, which
we do every day, we do not know how they are going to move, because we are operating in the local environment.
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For example, we placed a property on the market last fiscal year
in Beirut. We went through a bidding process, and took the winning bidder. Under local practice, he had several months to make
payment. ie is now unable to consummate the contract. Therefore,
I am going to put that property back on the market. That sale was
included in what we were counting on in that $150 million. I would
be glad to give you the figure privately, because we will be in negotiations with some other bidder, and I would not like to disclose a
specific figure in a public forum.
We willput that property back on the market. Might we realize
it this year? Yes. But, on the other hand, it might appear in a later
fiscal year. The same is true around the world. We regularly put
properties on the market and we are incentivized by the fact that
this is my only funding source for new properties, which I desperately need.
Mr. SMITH. That is a dollar-for-dollar dedication?
Mr. KENNEDY. Yes. We sell them and we have the statutory authority under the Foreign Buildings Act of 1926 to reutilize those
funds to make new property purchases.
Mr. SMITH. Let me ask you a question. Recently, amid allegations of improper influence peddling, James Wood resigned his position as chairman and managing director of the American Institute in Taiwan, an organization for which the Department has requested over $14 million in fiscal year 1998.
In turn, Mr. Wood has charged that he was forced from his job
at AIT, after unsuccessfully attempting to expose fraud and corruption within that organization. Among other things, Mr. Wood alleges that over $5 million in taxpayer dollars are missing, and that
women were forced to have sex with AIT employees in order to procure visas. Where do the various allegations stand right now?
When do we expect to get the truth about this and how does the
Department go about overseeing AIT, given its status as a quasigovernment entity?
Mr. KENNEDY. If I might give you a moment's background, Mr.
Chairman. Under the Taiwan Relations Act of 1979, the Congress
empowered the State Department to set up a people-to-people arrangement between the people of the United States and the people
of Taiwan. This arrangement is administered by a non-governmental entity, pursuant to statute.
The American Institute on Taiwan was established and chartered as a non-profit corporation under the laws of the District of
Columbia. The State Department and other U.S. Government agencies who have dealings with the people of Taiwan do so through the
American Institute and provide a certain amount of appropriated
funds, and that is supplemented by non-appropriated collections
and fees from Taipei or Kaohsiung, which is the other "post" that
we have in Taiwan.
Given this special and unique arrangement, the accounting
stream is not always as transparent as it would be if this was the
American Embassy in Tokyo, where all the books are kept according to a rigorous rubric and overseen by the Chief Financial Officer. We have a contractual relationship with the American Institute in Taiwan. This contract binds AIT to follow certain procedures. They must also follow certain other statutory procedures
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under the Corporations Act of the District of Columbia. At times,
those two facts lead to separate sets of books.
I can assure you, Mr. Chairman, to the best of my knowledge,
there are no appropriated funds missing. Mr. Wood's charges relate
to $5.3 million worth of visa fees that are a service charge imposed
b AIT Taipei for processing. These were not appropriated funds.
at does not mean, though, that we do not monitor them.
The original program that was set up required these funds to be
put into a separate account. For reasons that we are now looking
into, these funds were put partially into a separate account and
partially into theTregular operating account of the American Institute in Taiwan. The private sector auditors, which have been engaged, a well known company called Grant Thornton, is currently
auditing those books in conjunction with our own Inspector General. As the Inspector General testified yesterday, she has no reason to believe that there are any unaccounted for or stolen or missto believe that those funds are in
ing funds.
We haveor every
reasondispensed
the
other account
have been
for appropriate activities.
However, the auditing firm in conjunction with our Inspector
General, is looking at that matter now. But, as she testified yesterday, she has no reason to believe there is anything unaccounted
for.
As to some of these other charges, such as visa fraud, and possible sexual improprieties, the State Department's Office of Diplomatic Security looked into the charges of visa fraud in the early
1990's. These were brought by a disgruntled employee, a local national employee who had been dismissed, and the Diplomatic Security Service looked into that and says that there is no reason to believe that these allegations have any validity whatsoever. Professional investigators looked at them and said there wasMr. SMITH. So, there is nothing pending right now in terms of
an investigation of those matters?
Mr. KENNEDY. He is repeating allegations that stem from 1989,
1990, 1993.
Mr. SMITH. So, none of the allegations are fresh?
Mr. KENNEDY. None of the allegations are fresh. On the allegation of sexual impropriety, this was the charge leveled against a
local national employee of the American Institute in Taiwan. This
was immediately looked into and that individual was dismissed. I
believe that was in 1989.
Mr. SMITH. Could you provide the committee with documentation
on how these allegations were investigated and the summary of the
conclusions of what they did not find?
Mr. KENNEDY. Certainly, sir.

Mr. SMITH. I appreciate that. Let me ask one final question and
then I willyield to Mr. Payne if he has any followup questions.
The third management initiative you list in your prepared statement highlights the asserted need to host the International Telecommunications Union conference. Last year, the Appropriations
conference report stated, and I quote, "Funding for this conference
will be addressed only after the State and Commerce Departments
have exhausted every potential source of private funding to assure
that the cost of this international conference will not be borne by
the taxpayer."

Could you fill us in and expound on what the conference is all
about and why should taxpayers foot the bill for it and what efforts
were made to procure that funding from private sources?
Mr. KENNEDY. Certainly, Mr. Chairman. The International Telecommunications Union meets quadrennially around the world, and
the ITU's purpose is to maintain and extend international cooperation in the telecommunications field, and to promote the efficient
provision of telecommunication services. Its activities include global
standards setting, allocation of the radio frequency spectrum, regulatory aspects on satellite services and the general mandate to do
anything possible to make sure that there are common standards
in order that the radio waves are shared and operate in an efficient
and effective manner.
The United States is one of the major players in the area of global telecommunications. We have companies that operate satellite
systems, we have great interest on the part of our military forces
in the allegation of the spectrum and we are major providers of
equipment in the telecommunications arena, bringing in hundreds
of millions of dollars and many, many jobs for the American people.
Therefore, the United States has a stronginterest in the ITU and
its setting standards that we can live with, standards that benefit
us, so when we manufacture equipment for sale in the global market, we are manufacturing to a global standard that anyone can
bueveral years ago, the United States offered
to host the quadrennial conference. We believe that by hosting the conference, the
United States will signal its preeminent role in international telecommunications. It will increase and expand our influence in international telecommunications policy by enhancing our relationship
with the ITU and its permanent staff, and with the foreign government officials who shape their governments' policies toward the
ITU.
It provides an important venue to further the policy support for
international business development and it also affords American
businesses an unprecedented opportunity to promote the export of
American telecommunications equipment. And because alongside
the conference, there is, in effect, a trade show, it provides American businesses a venue for bringing together the entire governing
body of all 180-plus members to see American technology at its
best and give them an opportunity to talk to representatives.
So, there are these two functions taking place simultaneously,
the trade show, which is funded by the private sector, and the plenipotentiary conference, which is a governmental function.
We have agreed in the beginning that the cost of the U.S.
hostship of the conference itself would be split with the Department of Commerce. Since the injunction in the Appropriations Bill,
we have met extensively with the private sector, who readily agree
that they are going to fund the trade show aspect of this, but believe, as we do, that the conference of nations itself, bringing together official government representatives and the ITU secretariat,
is an inherently governmental function which ought to be funded
by the U.S. Government.
So, the State Department and the Commerce Department are
proposing, as we had before, that funding for the governmental por-
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tion of this be split equally between the Department of State and
the Department of Commerce.
Mr. SMITH. Is there anything that would preclude you from accepting voluntary contributions from those groups for the government side? I mean, how much are we talking about in terms of the
cost of the conference?
Mr. KENNEDY. The entire cost of the conference is approximately
$14 million, which would be split, half between the State Department and half between the Department of Commerce. The State
Department has the statutory authority to accept gifts. We would
do so. However, after our consultations with the private sector,
they believe that it is appropriate for them to fund the trade fair
and they have expressed no interest in fundingMr. SMITH. Well, they would think it is appropriate when it affects their profit margin, believe me.
Mr. KENNEDY. Certainly, sir.
Mr. SMITH. You certainly could use another $7 million, and it
seems to me that it would be in their own interest, since they stand
to benefit enormously from it, to be as cooperative as possible.
Mr. KENNEDY. We continue to engage them regularly on this
matter.
Mr. SMITH. Let me just ask you, as I indicated earlier, we hope
to begin marking up on March 20. Will we have the Administration's draft legislation, hopefully, at least a week before that, so we
can take all of that into full consideration as we mark up the bill?
Mr. KENNEDY. Let me first say that we certainly appreciate the
consideration that you have shown in providing us a copy of the
Committee's draft bill and it is being carefully reviewed in the Department now.
It is certainly my hope that the authorization process go forward
this year on a cooperative and bipartisan basis. We are working on
a legislative package at this point to authorize the President's
budget and to update a number of management-related issues that
we think constitute good government.
The decision on our legislative package is being made at the very
highest levels, and we hope to be able to give you a definitive answer very, very soon.
Mr. SMITH. I appreciate that. It would be most helpful, because
we want to work with you. After last year's rather difficult process,
I know this particular chairman is absolutely determined that we
will not see a waiver of authorization so the appropriators do our
job for us. I do believe we thought we might have had that commitment last year from our leadership, but this year, we will make it
stick so that we are not superfluous to this process and the appropriators do the whole deal.
Mr. KENNEDY. We intend to work with your committee in gaining
your support to accomplish our mission.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much.
Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Just that I agree. I do not think that there should
be legislating through Appropriations. It should be separate committees with the responsibility.
Just finally in regard to the tragedy in Saudi Arabia with the security being admitted that it was a bit lax, has there been an over-
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all tightening up of security in general at our posts around the
world, in particular, where some of our employees may be in
harm's way?
Mr. KENNEDY. The answer to that, sir, is absolutely yes. We
monitor security very closely. We work with all elements of the
U.S. Government to look for any and all evidence of threats. Every
year our Diplomatic Security Service reviews almost 30,000 threat
incidents, which can be from the very small to the very large. But,
each one of those is given the time and attention it deserves.
On the specific question of the tragedies in Saudi Arabia the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense have executed a
Memorandum of Understanding to more clearly specify and denote
who is responsible for providing services of a security nature, when
there are large numbers of U.S. military personnel overseas assged conterminously with the U.S. diplomatic and consular post.
e are addressing both the full picture and the specific picture, as
well.
Mr. PAYNE. All right, thank you very much. I have no other questions.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Payne, thank you very much. Mr. Secretary, Mr.
Greene, thank you very much for your testimony. We look forward
to working with you.
Mr. KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:11 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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I am delighted to be here to testify in support of the Department of State's FY
1998 budget request for those accounts which fund Departmental operations. The
opportunity to appear before you today is extremely important; the effort to secure the
funding that will allow American diplomacy to do its job is one in which I believe and
to which I am fully committed.
Secretary Albright has already spoken eloquently before this Committee, and on
other occasions in other fora, about the substantive foreign policy requirements that
underpin this budget request. She has outlined the principal foreign policy challenges
before us today, and pointed to the challenges that fie ahead of us in what remains of
the century and beyond. In order to meet these challenges, there is a need for
"diplomatic readiness" - maintaining, or in many cases restoring, the human and
material infrastructure that allows the Secretary and others, whether they work for the
State Department or other agencies of the US Government, to advance the national
policy agenda overseas.
This is not an easy burden. To support and advance American interests around the
world, the Department of State maintains some 250 diplomati,; and consular posts in
164 countries. These "platforms" are the homebases for not only the Department of
State but also for more than 200 other US Government entities who help support and
advance American interests. These platforms involve operating in 150 different
foreign currencies, developing local compensation plans for every country where we
have diplomatic and consular posts, maintaining 12,000 buildings, and supporting
23,000 State Department employees -- American and foreign nationals, overseas and
here at home - and another 20,000 employees of other US Government agencies
overseas. Our telecommunications facilities handle over 4 million telegrams per year,
our Passport Agency issues over 6 million passports annually, our overseas posts issue
over 8 million visas each year, and our consular officers overseas annually respond to
over 2 million requests for American citizen services.
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The operation of these platforms clearly supports the Department's request for the
amount specified in the President's budget, both for our own operations as well as for
those we .-arry out in our role as a provider of support services to all agencies with an
overseas presence. In order to help improve our ability to manage such a world-wide
operation, and insure that every tax dollar is wisely utilized, the Department has made
significant progress on a number of management initiatives that deserve both your
attention and your continuing support. I will speak about them later in my
presentation.
Finally, we are making increasingly greater use of strategic planning - in compliance
with the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 -- to insure that we
allocate our scarce resources to the highest priorities. We are doing this at the broad,
international affairs level, and at the overall Department level and within our
organization at the bureau and program levels. However, strategic planning -- while
focusing resources on high-priority goals -- does not allow us to fund all of the foreign
policy objectives that make up our national security agenda.
Budget Summary Comments

Let me begin by highlighting the major elements of our budget request, before I
discuss the programs and activities that contribute to "diplomatic readiness" and the
management initiatives which we are implementing to manage our resources more
effectively.
I. We need to fund mandatory pay raises and overseas as well as domestic inflation
2. We must continue to improve our information technology infrastructure -installing telecommunications systems, local area networks, personal computers,
and software; modernizing our corporate information systems. Our budget request
seeks $40 million additional funding in this area.
3. We need additional funding for other initiatives as well -- hosting the International
Telecommunications Union Plenipotentiary Conference and an international
environmental cooperation conference, upgrading our entire infrastructure in
China, and complying with legislated arms export control mandates.
4. We must continue to support an aggressive Border Security Program, particularly
by upgrading consular systems, employing new technologies, and adequately
funding worldwide consular operations.
5. We must maintain our overseas inventory of facilities to promote operational
efficiency, employee health and safety, and an extended useful life for our
buildings. We will continue to use the proceeds of sales to make cost-effective

real property purchases where there is both a demonstrated need and documented
cost benefits.
Diplomatic Readins
Secretary Albright in the statement submitted to this Committee for her
confirmation hearing last month, noted that American leadership in the world derives from
having the full range of foreign policy tools, including military force and vigorous
diplomacy. The Secretary also cited the direct contribution to sustained American
leadership over the past half-century made by a constant and creative diplomacy. Noting
that one of her principal tasks will be to work with the Congress to ensure that we have
the diplomatic representation that our people deserve and our interests demand, she
pointed out that "first-class diplomacy" requires a serious investment of resources.
We need to approach diplomacy with the same commitment that has made our
Armed Forces what Secretary Albright referred to as the "...best-led, best-trained, bestequipped, and most respected in the world." Diplomatic readiness is the human and
material infrastructure that allows us to advance our national policy agenda overseas. It is
the basic foundation of a vigorous, constant, creative, and effective diplomacy.
Diplomacy can prevent many crises, but it must also be poised to devote its resources to
those crises which cannot be prevented.
There are three principal components of diplomatic readiness:
I.Human Resources: We need a workforce that reflects the vigor and diversity of
the nation it represents. We also need the right number of skilled employees -with foreign language, functional, and technical expertise -- who are well prepared
to represent the varied interests of the United States overseas, build effective
relationships with their international counterparts, exercise foreign policy
leadership in embassies abroad and in Washington, protect American citizens, and
provide operational support for the conduct of foreign affairs
2. Information: We need highly qualified personnel and the information technology
capability to gather, analyze, and communicate information efficiently.
3. Infrastructure and Operations: We need well maintained office and overseas
residential facilities, supported by efficient administrative, financial, logistical, and
security systems which enable employees to conduct business properly at home
and abroad.
But "diplomatic readiness" is also much more than words like human resources,
infrastructure, and information normally evoke. "Diplomatic readiness" has a much
more direct link to achieving real foreign policy goals than is apparent from those
words. For example:
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How can we maintain constructive relations with great powers if we do not
have the right people with the right skills present in our most important
diplomatic missions? Think of Russia, and the critically important
transformation it is currently undergoing. And reflect on how important it is
for our future that we have good information about and good communications
with our former global adversary.
How can we advance the nation's economic and commercial interests abroad
without properly trained and equipped people in the right places at the right
time to help break down trade barriers, support US business efforts in foreign
markets, and negotiate mutually beneficial investment and tax agreements with
foreign governments?
How could we have made meaningful contributions to preventing the spread of
weapons of mass destruction and promoting peaceful solutions to regional
conflict if we had not been able to establish and staff properly embassies in the
new countries that emerged from the collapse of world Communism?
And how can we effectively provide consular services to American citizens
traveling or living abroad if successively reduced budgets cause us to close
more overseas posts or reduce staffing at the posts we are able to keep open?
"Diplomatic readiness" is sustained, primarily but not exclusively, by the
Administration of Foreign Affairs title of our appropriations. The increase above
the estimated FY 1997 level we are requesting -- just under $60 million -- is a
genuinely modest increment when you consider the return in terms of advancing our
national interests that this investment can achieve. And it appears even more modest if
one considers the cumulative, negative effects on our "diplomatic readiness" produced
in recent years by the flat budgets the Department has had since 1993.
Let me review some of those negative effects.
" Information systems have fallen behind in technology, interconnectivity, and
reliability.
" Buildings require substantial renovation.
" For well over a decade, we have not been able to maintain realistic replacement
cycles for critical equipment that supports overseas operations like computers,
telephone systems, vehicles, and office and residential equipment. And the
situation gets worse every year.
" Staffing gaps, even at key embassies, are now the rule, not the exception.
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Language training arguably the most important training done at the National
Foreign Affairs Training Center, has been cut back. Other training - the
professional development, area studies, and finctional/technical courses - has
been reduced even further.
We must continue to address a security infrastructure gap. Without adequate
resources, the risks to our personnel, facilities, and information will soon
exceed what is prudent.
Man~ement Initiatives
The Department has undertaken a number of management initiatives over the past
year which I would like to review for you today. They are all worthy of your attention,
and are designed to help us make optimal use of the human and material resources you
provide us.

The International Cooperative Administrative Support Services (ICASS) system is
a new way to manage and fund administrative support for all US Government
agencies operating at diplomatic missions abroad. ICASS is a customer-driven
system that depends upon the active involvement of all users. It will also capture
direct and indirect costs.
Additionally, under ICASS, several categories of overseas costs previously paid by
the Department from its own base funding (such as building operating expenses for
government-owned and long-term leased properties, and non-residential local
guards), -- which total about $100 million - will be shared by all users.
ICASS will provide senior managers for the first time with information on the full
costs of overseas support, with the objective of obtaining quality services at the
lowest possible cost. At the mission level, these costs will be distributed equitably
and transparently under the guidance of a local ICASS council composed of
representatives of all US Government agencies.
The financial underpinning of ICASS is the Department's Working Capital Fund
(WCF). Using the WCF will capture various costs that comprise overseas
administration and make reimbursement more transparent and more equitable than
under the old process. During FY 1997, the Department is operating under
"virtual" ICASS, i.e., using ICASS methodology and the WCF, although still
billing other agencies under the old reimbursement process (FAAS). In FY 1998,
ICASS will go "live. The Admih,stration will be submitting a budget amendment
shortly to reflect those shared administrative costs that will now be borne by other
agencies. We ask your support for that amendment.
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Logistics Re-engineering
Antiquated and costly logistics operations have historically impaired overall
performance and reduced diplomatic readiness for all US Government agencies
operating overseas. Additionally, funds for replacement systems and equipment
have been reduced over recent years, thus increasing maintenance costs and
rendering most operations significantly less efficient.
The Department's logistics re-engineering project is redesigning worldwide
logistics support operations. Work will be organized around the total logistics
process to provide materiel and services better, faster, and cheaper.
Implementation of this project has begun, and it is expected to take approximately
two years. Affecting about 600 employees in different organizations, 200 or whom
are contractors, the establishment of the new logistics management organization
will be started following a reprogramming notification to the Congress.
We anticipate savings will accrue from greater efficiency in operations, and from
the movement of work from complex and expensive channels to simpler and more
economical processes. Other savings will come from reduced inventory carrying
costs, transportation and internal processing costs, and from less dependence on
contractors. Also, replacing about 30 old computer applications with just a handful
of new ones will avoid the cost of upgrading and conversion, and reduce outyear
maintenance and operating expenses. More efficient service delivery and increased
satisfaction on the part of internal customers are also principal goals of this reengineering effort

Overseas Staffing Model (OSM)
After an intensive development project, we have produced the Overseas Staffing
Model (OSM). The OSM calculates staffing requirements for overseas posts
based on workload -- either as objective data (consular and administrative staffing)
or derivatively as a function of the post's global, regional, and bilateral foreign
policy priorities (primarily political and economic staffing). Based on the relational
assessment of post staffing requirements worldwide, the Model provides
Department management with an analytical tool for: (1) allocating personnel
resources consistent with foreign policy objectives and priorities; (2) adjusting
staffing levels proportionately to deal with any funding level for personnel; and (3)
determining appropriate staffing levels for new posts.
The OSM, which will be revalidated on a regular basis, provides staffing guidelines
-- not rigid templates to be applied universally. There will always be special
circumstances produced by shifting policy priorities, the way in which diplomatic
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relations are or must be conducted in certain countries, and the ability to get work
done in certain environments. We have begun the validation process for the
staffing levels proposed by the OSM. We asked overseas diplomatic missions to
evaluate in this year's Mission Program Plan submission how they would carry out
their responsibilities under the Model's proposed staffing levels.
The Overseas Staffing Board (OSB) will review these findings later this spring,
and make whatever adjustments to post categories are required. The OSB is
expected to meet twice a year to provide the Under Secretary for Management
with recommendations for staffing changes

The Department has an ambitious border security progrr,1 that includes deploying
advanced technology to all consular posts within three years. State and other
agencies are actively sharing data to enhance the US Government's ability to
screen out terrorists, narco-traffickers, and other criminals. For example, the
Department - in cooperation with the Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) - is developing a prototype system to capture fingerprint information on
non-immigrants from high-crime areas.
Every visa-issuing post now has a sophisticated, automated name-checking system
to help prevent visa issuance to persons whose presence in the US would
constitute either a security concern or be contrary to our immigration law. Every
post now also utilizes the Machine Readable Visa (MRV) system, which offers
numerous security features which strengthen US border security.
The Department's Bureau of Diplomatic Security (DS) has fully trained law
enforcement agents in many US embassies abroad, and works closely with our
domestic passport agencies to investigate the whole range of passport and visa
offenses. DS agents have doubled their number of passport and visa fraud related
arrests from 256 in 1992 to 567 last year.
Since 1994, the Department has been authorized to collect and retain fees from the
issuance of MRVs for consular operations and to enhance border security
activities. Projected FY 1997 collections in MRV fees, which also help fund
investments in information management and communications networks, total $137
million.
ration Technoloy
In recent years, the infrastructure deficit has had a dramatic impact on many
elements of the Department's information handling systems. For example:
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About 400/ of overseas telephone switchgear is obsolete;
82% of all radio equipment overseas is obsolete; and
55% of overseas computer equipment is obsolete.
The Department has submitted its Strategic Plan for Information Resource
Management, as well as an associated tactical plan, to the Congress. As part of
the strategic planning process, the Department has created a cost model for needed
improvements to meet the infrastructure and communications needs by the year
2001. Although the Department has not yet initiated a formal Workforce study,
our initial review already indicates significant weaknesses in both total staffing and
skill levels needed to meet existing and expanded responsibilities by the year 2001.
Like all organizations in the public and private sector, the Department must
accelerate planning for and implement measures to "solve" the problems posed by
the Year 2000 dilemma -- the fact that almost all current software and some
hardware recognize only two digits in a date, and thus will register the year 2000
as 1900. This alone is expected to cost $135.2 million. To the extent that the
Department will be required to reprogram funds to cover such costs, such
reprograming could divert resources that would otherwise go towards
modernizing our antiquated information technology capabilities.
Fee Retentio
A key budget strategy that we will actively pursue beginning in FY 1998 is the
retention of revenues generated by ALIfees. In the past, we have retained only fees
for Machine Readable Visas (MRVs) and for expedited passport processing. In
FY 1998 we expect to retain fees sufficient to:
I. support the delivery of standardized, high-quality consular services that
American citizens expect from their government;
2. implement an effective US immigration policy;
3. improve the nation's border security; and
4. contribute to the delivery of other critical services.
In the long run, we expect to see gains in operational efficiency and improvements
in the way we manage our resources. A user-charge system will enable us to
gauge public demand for services and to shift our resources to meet these needs
The schedule of fees for consular services is also being revised, with an eye toward
updating the services provided overseas. Services originally established in the days
of sailing ships are being streamlined and modernized.

Asset Management

The Department is responsible for the acquisition, operation, and maintenance of
over 12,000 office, residential, and other properties abroad which support some
200 US Government entities at over 250 embassies, consulates, and other posts
abroad. The Department continually reviews its real property inventory to
determine which properties are no longer needed, which are too big or too small,
which are too expensive to maintain, and which need improvements. The real
estate asset management program disposes of unneeded properties and uses the
proceeds to meet higher priority real property needs.
This program generated $59 million in the last two fiscal years, and with these
funds and other appropriation balances new facilities were purchased which are
now saving over $12 million annually in avoided lease costs - a saving which will
recur every year. Keeping leasehold costs under control is critical to preserving
funding for even a modest maintenance and rehabilitation program, which is critical
to the protection of life and property, and to preserving the value of our real
estate.
Diplomatic Sectuil
The most important current security issue is the need to combat the threat of
terrorism worldwide, especially in the Middle East. To meet this threat, the
Counterterrorism Budget Amendment provided an additional $38 million in noyear funding for the Department, of which $23.7 million will be used for
improvements emphasizing security upgrades (both physical and technical security)
and the deployment of additional security personnel to the Middle East region.
While producing an immediate response on the terrorist threat, the Bureau of
Diplomatic Security (DS) must also develop a longer term strategy for a more
stable budget level to address the full scope of security requirements worldwide.
After five years of security infrastructure erosion, DS will begin to address its
highest needs both in terms of national security information as well as personnel
security. DS is also working with other elements of the Department to develop
cost-sharing procedures for overseas security and for domestic criminal
investigations, using fees generated by the Machine Readable Visa program to
fund operational and systems support for the "border security" initiative.
DS has rigorously applied a risk management strategy to the implementation of
its security standards at all overseas posts. We calibrate the established generic
security standards and counter-measures to meet specific threats at specific posts
at specific times. This technique avoids the waste inherent in using a "one-sizefits-all" approach to meeting security standards and allows the Department to
husband scarce security resources.
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DS has also expanded its outreach to the US business community overseas through
the Overseas Security Advisory Council (OSAC). Begun in 1994, OSAC has
focused its efforts on the protection of life and facilities, and accomplishes this
through various information-sharing activities involving over 1,500 American
businesses having overseas operations. In recent years OSAC has also begun to
focus on the protection of information with the increase in international industrial
espionage.
Strategic Planning
The Department's is actively making progress in strategic management, including
meeting the requirements of the Government Performance and Results Act
(GPRA) of 1993. Under the leadership of an Advisory Group of nine Assistant
Secretaries, a Strategic Planning Team is developing an overarching International
Affairs Strategic Plan covering all US Government activities abroad and, based on
that plan, a Department of State Strategic Plan. Once reviewed by senior
leadership, the plans will be the subject of consultations with our "stakeholders and
customers" (including other agencies, OMB, and the Congress) in the coming
months.
Critical to our success is the development of meaningful performance indicators,
by which we can track our progress in achieving goals and objectives. This task
has been relatively easy in the management area (such as consular operations,
administration, and diplomatic security). Policy areas in the political and economic
fields have proven to be more difficult.
Finally, the Department already requires overseas missions, and bureaus in
Washington, to prepare annual performance plans which will now be derivative of
the Department's strategic plan. The process in place now involves the
development of Mission Program Plans (MPPs) in the fall and Bureau Program
Plans (BPPs) in the spring. Efforts are underway to streamline the process and to
fully integrate planning and other aspects of resource management.
Conclusion
Secretary Albright testified earlier this month before the House International
Relations Committee to support the President's budget request for foreign policy
resources. In addressing the variety of perils that have replaced the single, overriding
threat of the Cold War era, she observed that "there will be many occasions, in many
places, where we will rely on diplomacy to protect our interests, and we will expect our
diplomats to defend those interests with skill, knowledge, and spine." But she also noted
tbat "...we cannot have world-class diplomacy on the cheap. We must invest the
resources required for American leadership."
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Mr. Chairman, that last sentence is the essence of my appeal to you today. To
carry out a reasonable, forward looking US foreign policy - one which advances the
national interest everywhere in the world - requires the level of"diplonatic readiness"
that the Presidenm's FY 1998 budget request supports. Give us the tools we need, and we
will do the job......
and do it well.
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70330267501
AITl~ahsiMag:8672240154
714fRooaevlAFCvanO42
I70ONMooreSte 9700Ar1V22209
7701 MwAryNoAvBedOMD2Og 97
7032142764
FaxZ02736-453 9
3705 RidbeFdAnaossdjVa22003
Ria626322647074;F~g67079 1
99I4ChaaeNI9CIViamoVal2912
29
2Macomb&tNWWagADC200l
903924663 l0;raa93 124684775
7036933901
Rm5440647164);pas6476377,
Rm5440;.647 1641 Fx676377
Fax9 t 917202
Tr.fr. 101,5;529-606"5
Probable TIC
raC93BL500OAPOAEO923
kTm..226J1902 axe2051427
0 203032;3aa2024099411

2 2

clranisiq702056t9l992;FaM20S427
1
09 46l7l35323jFaa46866911964
3
6 6
70O Il
Spu~obie
T9CrdeS 1U"
4$17KimtosDrAusVA2200.619
6I34BEdAaIXdA~ezV&22394:202603 I#
TIC vewaing esly
Exceplast 60 dayv:7/1913J;ManC.RA?
POB 135Lcw~uNY 14092;4165" 1966
FAX-6/12.Ans.6I17; TIC waua.3PS1905
E-bMai93IM99

L~. kMark
Low*. George

MwrotEdward
marakRamdoo
Mm*aaDavid
Mmie. Thom#$
McDowell. Robn

Meineio, mb

FO01

960701

Millgan. MkasI

FO01
FS-01

960701
960701

Mofrm Willm
Mo . MWk

FP-01

960701

Millan, Waiun

MOWR, aO R.

qp

FO-01 960701
FE4MC 960701

Mouk, AWbW
Murphy, ThInSa
Nea. Alfred
Nx. John

FP-04

NoM, Cy

FO-01

Olson, V. Edwwd

960701

FS-1

960701

Pft, Robert S.

FO-01

960701

FS-01
FO-01
PO-01
FS-01
F01

960701
960701
960701
960701
960701

FP04
GS-I

960701;
960701

FS-OL

960701

.

Peftok, David

Nihirom. Nancy
Pe'ktis, Aslbony

P4 John

PozoraKd, David
Quanmm. Neil
RecscllL Miloasl
Reuthr. David
Robins, D@v

960701

o-01960701

FS-02

960701

FE-CC 960701

FS-01

960701

Salm, Charles
ScabD Dait
Schksm., hid

FE-C960701
FO-01 960701
F-01 96 07

Schloeder Radihen

FO-02

9600l

SeltaIel, Eagene

FO-01
FE-OC
FO-01
FS-02

960701
960701
960701
960701

PO-l

960701

Tua. Beaunin
Tyson. Donald
Warm 14oui
WadbomaeThomu

F-O0
FS-01
PO-01
FE-OC
FE-OC

960701
960701
960701
960701
960701

Wi&Wm
, irny
Wins. David

FE-c 96M07I
F-01 960701
PJ341 96701

Schoomm.rRkbard
Smith, Charles B.
Taicom, OCSWn,
Thur . Richard

0

FOI1960701
IE-OC 960701
FO-.0
960701
FO-J1 960701
FP-03 960701
FE-c 96o7O1
FE.OC 960701
FS-01 960701

961003
960930

960930
9609 0

960930
960930
960830
960930
960929
960930
96O930
960930
960930
90930
96081
960930
960930
960930
960930
960930

960930
960930
960930
960930
960930
960930
961003
960331
960930
960903
960930
960930
960930
96730

960930
960831i
960930

960930
960930
960930

960930
96O930
960930
960930
960930
9609304
9609301

ADM
SO

lic
POL
DS
So
USIA
POL
COx
POL
ADM
POL
POL
SO
USIA
CON
CON
So
ADM
EC
POL
EC
CON
CON
EC
POL
Jo
AID

POL
EC
A.B
EC
POL
USIA
POl
USIA
POE
POL
POL
POL
POL
CON
SO
9O
SO
DS
POL

NEA/SAIEX, pM (9606)
MEMO 908523 Mi
tolroI11l196206 743 5
I'FrjREEuEx 9404 950911 FAX
950617 TICcoftI sdm byiloe 4 9
.I/TPPIATP
9501
960409 APPLI 9W03135
Rm3526;2026473090;;axj47194
9.0911
HLcuos A ims
(9606) 95091i FAX
DS/FLDIWFO
9406 960212 MEMO 951212 70330276065uie
,106.,SA-23
DOil
9504
960315 MEMO 960311 AiLnMivMaxw
FBA 6112
(9606)
FAX
960614
01o
9301
CABLE 951127
PRM/ENSA
(96O6)
MEMO 960515 904hedpCtVimV&221l1
ARA.USOAS
(9606) 951027 APPLI 9S92
2026479483
Milm
9406
960215 APPLI 951226 0113922935336-;Fxl012900116
6
M(
(9606)
MEMO 951127 473797;.AX6472324
M5129
Penton
(9606 9309t1I APPLI 95 97 Room4B661.(H)7036957732
Canberm
(9606)
APPLI 960122 PSC277BxI09APOAP96S49
VOA
(9w06) 960213
960624 FAX
960604 c/oTralniag2026191092;Fah205g427
Jata
(9606) 95411 CABLE 950901
Ona
(9606)
MEMO 0417 FaxOI 150223 I0564:011522311341
960413
INiP
9601
951213 APPU 95312 2026479090FAX2027364291
PEPREE/BEX (9606) 950911 FAX
950323 7035115, Fax:375-7243 (SA-1)
ARAISCO
9506
APPLI 960229 Rm3250*470614 ;F7367611
PAMHO
9601
950927 FAX
950629 TIC-PT 296 JSP-lm 60 AIJgepe.
Tumi
(9606) 96m" CABLE 960104
CA
(9606)
FAX
960123 2427364997
DRLUASY
3503 951213 MEMO 951207 Rom 7511;2027768S1;FAX27762 8
EBJTh/ATr
(9606) 960213 APPLI 960131 Rm3526,6471113;fax6471894
S/IR
(9606) 950617 MEMO 950612
Munich
waka*~
(9606)
o gFax493920231l
FAX
96513 TIC
901149192385763
PPCICDtE
(9606) 960623 APPU 96612 1703
MwkCawcRockvil~eMd20S2
34FPJcDR
9409
APPU 960205 Rooml434 ;6473715;F,647549
4
INR/NESA
7
9606
APPLI 9606) Room 46342036475I92,Fu6474296
PM (dtailed)
(9606)
APPU 951212 3019KadkMAvd4mkHMII5
Aena
(9606) 950911 FAX
950M1I FAX 61121"; TICwamioaly
EDTRA/AVP
9406
930617 MEMO 950605 FAX 6 tL2/95: TIC wma"Soaly
IfrDHR
(9606)
APPLI 960604 R-uM22;FP2026196.20
960505
PIFRIE
9601
951206 FAX
951129 FAX2022245301
orussls
(9606)
APPLI 9603. 9011322"264580".Iag90113227269368
EuR/
(96O6) 951108 APPL 95106 RA- 7 0 36976 0 26(um hom addmuss)
EAP/ANZ
(9606) 960208 APPL 960123 R m4209,6l;r50139
S/FSM
9510
FAX
950928 7032353181; trfr.I1095 JSP2/29/(63 W,)
A/ISIFPCDR 9603
APPUI 960212 Rm1434fl6472;F
47 9W
960307
WWPRPM
(9606) 960612 APPLI 960610 1456 Ph*WflderLaMcLeamV2ZooI
PERIG
9501
MEMO 950128 7032359511
960206 APPIU 95t213 01191223633461 I;F=D 119 1223630330
Bombay
9506....
PUECDAIA
9204
950911 FAX
95905 2026474432
Briia
9101
CABLE 951121
960213 APPLI 960117 RDwMI00SA3032841897;Fwa2u147
Ddwan
9401 960213 APPLI"1
9227 CMIn
IO
oA
"Sg

wms*w lim

FP-41

960701A

961063 97

CON

Manib

961001 96
961001 96

MWD
050

Pretoe
Bridgasow

(9w0)

so

AF/PO

9309

B&F
AID
ADM
DS
AID
AMD

EUR'EX/sUD

9206

PskmEdward
Posh, Virgial
ftkhmdsm .Kd
Woogled. Rid*awd

960702
960701
FP02 960701
FO-01 960701
PS-4l
96070
96M)0
n843 960701
FE-OC 960701
FO-02 950701

96093096
96093096
960531 9%
961001 97
961003 97
961203 97
96063096
960615 9%
960831 96
960930 9%
961003 97

AID
so
AID

Moambkim
9006
Bankok
9406
A/B0AWcS M 0
ANEIEA
9306
Kamp&UIa9601
Cmbma
(9606)
New DuN
(9606
SCOWl
(9606)
(9606)
IGIAfFA

140 SNOWS.
Hiks, kvhn
Kmasu. Jama

FA-MC 960701 a
P5.01 96-ot k

961003 97
960930 96

AMB
ADM

Addis Aba
BeiMo

MW60) 95060 b4AO 950609 RUPJAX &t2.17&Wlawipmm ash

Nol TUC'tis
Is aienba 1"G6:
Bpp9s Walkr

ftf&LyM

P"-Q t96070 1 B
PP-03 960701 B

51061 CABSO7O6 Tswmg nhpas6fl/9647M9
(9W6) 95100 CABLU95M9I Noteibe? Ay ipecid romma

CANCKLArioN&

Browiag. James
CWW. Leedow
m .Thm
ohm.,Noema"

960701

FE-MC 960701

so

960419 MEMO 960609 R623671I3IYaz476301

FAX
96040 AMPU
950601 FAX
960212 MEMO
9605%6 APPLE
960401 APPL
960409 APIPLI
960520 APPLI
968409 APPLI
960626 APPU

950911
9212
950520
90125

2026473279
"112581491670
PamIlycoaidsruim aw ephis

l35161593faa703516I642
90323 32O7FoxWilIdookVa22124M674515
960205 901 L2S4l244890faf9112%S41233417
960401901 161062705841
960506 Paz0 19116s6US94
90405 UahjI55APOAV9620s

96023512207

(9606) 960412 CABLE 960401
(9606) 960307 APPLI960220

90

kwl=LowiM2O

119621402200;Faa90296114O712

OCTOMER 1996 JOB SIARCR PROGRAM
(Deauber 17, |196- 101 Chima)
Artico, POW
Sum, Harol

Benbe. Elizaberh
B9104LOU
Bone, David
Boyle;, Jon
Bn00auteja, Arthur
Bricker, Gwy
Burdick, John
Burkar
,Hen
Courvor. Michael
Chambefli,
rames
ChakAlned
Dabsm, Albtm
Dian,Leticia
Dickaro, Loretta
Dion, Jarod
Dklko.ChKk

Doyk Michael
Dulry.Caol Ann
Dumom, C. Robert

Dwyer. Paric
Dyel. Jke
EaBM,M"rk
Bety. Keme h

Fadlkr, William
Fulk. iod d
Fickle, Royce
Flywm Kay

Fos,Gregory
Frnkin, Doug s
Gaudeg, John
Gunwn, Anne

Hwrld.,John
Hmcbt.Eutvyne
Ho11. Fay
Maopmr, James
Haslahan, J.Mi, ael
-oVII. Cables
Ikeia, Larry
JohnsokClart
jommJohn
"Mi.yatmaa

961007 A
961007 B
961007 B
961007 B
961007 B
961007 B
961O07 B
%1007 B
961007 B
961007 B
961007 B
961007 B
961007 3
961007 B
961007 B
961007 B
961007 A
FFE-MC
FE-MC 961007 B
GS-I
961007 A
FP-04 961007 B
FS-02 961007 B
FP-05 961007 B
FE-OC 961007 B
FO-01 961007 A
FS-01 961007 B
FS-01 961007 A
FE-MC 961007 B
Ff-OC 961007 B
FP4 961007 B
FP-03 961007 B
FE-OC961007 B
OS-14 961007 B
FE-OC 961007 B
FE-MC 610007A
FP-01 961007 B
FS-03 961007 B
FE-OC 961007 B
FO-01 961007 A
FS-1 961007 A
FE-OC 961OO7 A
FS-02 961007 B
FS-02 961007 B
F-02 961007 B

FE-OC
FS-02
FP-02
FP-03
FE-OC
TE-MC
FS-02
FS-02
F-02
FS.01
FO01
FS-0i
FS-01
FP-03
FE-OC
FS-04

961205
970103
970103
970103
970103
970103
970103
970103
970103
961130
970103
970103
961231
970102
961130
970103
RET
961231
970103
970103
970103
970103
970103
961101
970103
RET
961231
961231
M6231
970101
961101
970113
961005
961130
9%1231
970103
970109
961031
Rifed
61031
961231
970103
970103

USIA
CON
COX
ADM
SO

96M14
960513
9097
960514

APPLI 969626 POX3O67LAebTuL76443M07
APPU 960411 6FoxRvmLsfvod cd
2omVg40
FAX
950922 1mnim2M&AA6
MEMO 960)28
Afl'O/FO
42
APPLI 960 15 Rmi Z 2 64733;Fsx7364003
(9609)
AI.FPC/CDR
9309
960419 APPLI 960124 46O3WOdbt
1tAmfVA2200
so
AID
Bamiw
9306
960126. APPL 960417 Fa011223223933
AID
95015 FAX
95007 AwaktInAID mRo
Jakarta
AID
G/PHIOFPS
96066 APPU 90729 325 1BSNWDC20
CON
Dhahran
(9609) 96014 MEMO 940324 MaW Ii3&%O6;Pux901196638916816
('OR
E-MAIL96m1 Fa901149711244917
(909)
Rome
PROF
960517 FAX
960508 901139646742345;Pua91139646742663
ADM PER/BEX
960725 APPLI 960706 5776C0 wmkihCtqwb*Va2201S
9601
ADM
Ben
(%09) 960401 CABLE 960222
AID
Kampala
9601
960506 APPLI 960411 901125641235174;Fu901125641233417
62
2 4
SEC
EAP
960725 APPLI
0717 Rm DS;20 6 ";G910;F477350
9006
SO
Itanbl
(9609) 960717 APPLI 960616 90LI902122513213
DS/S
(9609) 951030 MEMO 95"919 7034828775
AID
MROA
(9609) 960311 APPIU 960215 701600656;W62481
SEC
(9,09) 95013 CABLE 950711 Spom PackforRrPS
(9606)
OFSE
960710 APPLT 960621 70323531I;FIx235440S
SEC
NEA.SAJEX/PM (969) 960419 MEMO 960408 Fa=02647023
SO
PEMRXAM
(9609) 960725 APPLI 96010 SAIS;70387572$;PF1757243
POL
Sumbay
(9609) 931030 MEMO 951006 Cosed WindowTIC
ADM A.DTS/-PO
9006
960710 MEMO 960415 H7037543$4;W7036076124
EC
Geunva
9304
960520 APPI 94420 792GIrelsysdSpnlfVA2212
SO
960401 APPLI 960117 1359M yE ivlQMcLVA2211
A
NIT"9
SO
PER.BEX
960725 APPLI 960710 705BoonAveTakomaPkMd29l2
SEC
A,'EX
9306
960215 APPLI 960206 AF/EX,Rm35 1747129;Fmx647680S
PROF A,'FBO/ACaS 9501
960222 MEMO 951204 703 5161617Z".
AID
kscow
9306
96070 APPl 960701 9011709403 4 1;Fa70x9S967092
AID
AFR3D
(9609) 960514 APPLI 951025 6SMMWryS*cL
VA22101
USIA FSGB
(9609) 960819 APPI 960731 2027977106
(9609) 96019 APPLI 96010 Ium7Sl'2619465
USIA WEU
PROF
960522 FAX
960522 9011441714068'70Faxg0114417140U1r l04
L~ndon
(9609)
AID
A&MWIOD
950I 960621 APPLI 960529 Room3742;202647201;Fa20273671 .
SO
Wlarsaw
(9609) 960725 CABLE 960712 SpmeiUSyls)
USIA WmH
(9609) 960814 APPLI 960806 RxM0;2026194605
AID
Mqolia
(9609) 960606 APPLI 960709 5O6McAOSltvdNWWDC2016
USIA BTV
(9689) 960114 APPLI 960724 Rm5.00PHB225017806
EC
AFEPS
(9609) 960222 APP! 960205 6474033;Fax7364513
960419 CABLE 9 0326
Riyo D
9406
DS
960609 APPLJ 96007 RM4;7031756549,Fa756535
9106
DS/PSP/PSO
Mcrni city
CAYVO/P/I

(9609)
9601
9601
(9609)

Xklbe. Nam
X einm% Kattv
Koob, Kahryn
Krnxc, David
laoPaul
Legg*aAnthony
Lineergu, Craig
Mart, JMt
McGire. Kenneth
MeekleurS. Clifford
Ma. Batar
Miller, Churles
Miller, SfteplM
MeInGIMGII,
Elizabeth
Meyer, Lnefta

-ufa,

Anne

Newser, David
Newman, Margaret
Nice, JM.emy

Oda.,

wr

Obm, Nomn
Palletson, sue

Pai*s, Fr-ak
PeC4,JU0101
Peterson, Roboi

Prycs, William
Pegk.David
Ranom. Gordon
Rome. Bobby D.

Rchu'duo, Kil
RodpmtR. 1Roes
Roye. Jack
Royer. William
SaN*ado, Joha
Shoaw,
Vicki
Slouit. Gia
Smith. James
SpleotanStephe
StamsrieldAlam
Steplan, Cha..
Stepan. Maria
Tague., Ruth

Toragabh, Victor

FS-01
FP-05
M410
FE-CC
FPP03
FS-01
FP-01
FS-01
FS-02
FE-OC
FS-01
FS-01
FP-01

961007
%61007
961007
96100?
961007
961007
%18007
%61007
96107
961007
9%1007
961007
%610071
FS-04 961007
F0402 961007
PO-02 961007
FS-02 961007
FE-OC1 961007
FS-03I 968007
FS-06 %61007
FE-OC 961007
MS02 961007
FS-01 %18007
FE-aC 9610071
FS-01 961007
FS-03
96100?
FE-OC 961007
FP-07 9610071
FA-#AC 961007,
FS-021 9610071
FE-oC %610071
FS-01 96I00
FE-OC 961007
FO-01 968007j
FS-0 1 9680011
FO-01 %61007
FE-CM 961007
FP-04 9%10071
FE)C
9680071
FE-OC1 %18007
FE-OC1 %61007
FP-021 9610071
FE-OC1 9680071
FM
i5
96800Y71
FP-02! 9610071
FS-041 9610071
FE-MC1 %18007,

970103
970103
%18130
ae 1031
970102
961211
RET
%61031
970103
W6202
961231
970103
9%1231
970103
%61231
9%1130
970103
%61231
970103
970103
970103
960830
970103
RELT
961231
961830
970103
970103
961101
RET
970103
970103
%61031I
%18130
970103
970812
968031
%61131
961231
970103
970103
9701031
970103
RET

ADM
SEC
USEA
USEA
ADM
CON
G50
USIA
PROF
DS
ADM
ADM
ADM
JO

CON"
USIA
PROF
.SO
AI.M
SEC
so
ADM
AID
so
AID
POL
USIA
SEC
so
ADM

AID
AID
so

P01
AID
USIA
AID
SEC
AID
USIA
AID
DS
so
SEC
CON
SEC
so

PERARCToCTC~
51-0
Canberra
NEA
Cmw

)wed

DSIEXPLD
AIPBQVOPS

Ladau
FMP/FMS
Seoul
anasaeis
Mibw
MED
Dip-m-Res
Frunkftar
Monlerme

blutaad
NEA.SA/EX
Kama
Flrence
Egypt
PKWSRP
R"bu
Tel Aviv
ARA/CEN
A/PBO/OPS
01011
Jordan
Seol
INLV1Ci
Mbabane
Ecuador
Mexic City
AFE/S.A

WHRZ
Nipris
DS/WR
Pail-Am-Prince
Pail-Aw-Prince
CA/VOVP.'D
Tokyo
Viefthame

(969
9501
(9609)
(9m0
(9609)
(9609)
(9609)
(9609)
95
(9609)
(9609)
(9609)

APPLI 960725Ra35SA3',70msil44o.a,,354265
960223
960814
960314
960517
9605 17
951027
960627
960724
960306
960222
960506
960584
901

9502118
CABLE 950728

960819
(9609)
960629
(9609)
960523
(9609)
960724
960717
960706
9504
8902 960710
9601
96040
(909) 960515
960423
9601 960514
(9609) 960814
W"0
960517
9606 960826
960489
9601
9406
96027
960603
(9609)
(9609)
(9609)
9409

APPLl 960781 9081392795053
APPLE 960606240lESNWDC207=gU3"
APPLI 960404 ICepoNbAI~a
CADUE 960531 FasgI 1496974193s
CABLE 9%0617 Fw" 1l15293420177
MEMO 950130 Coatac CDO Locille Thomas by phon
APPLI 960708 Room4249A;M0647489;Fxo26e7pj
PHONE 960986 9 0 112 3" 124890-Fazgl 12564123317
MEMO 960417
APPLE 951121 90112023573314;
APPLE 90412 202M78214;Faxj479779
APPLE 96063 PSC74Bx021APOAB0978S00
"-AJL96O416 Fag973Sl7"227
1MEMO40960822lavoIIo/31/96;Fax2o2g472597
APPLI 960228 270l2ShmAwnbighryinVa22III
E-MAIL960617 8754369
APPLI 960520 49 $paneeAve~cewvgG*Ma3a

960409 APPLE 970927 UautISS5OAPOAP962os
960806 APPU 960801 INAC.ImS8l9:2027364M5F7343 5
96040 APPLI 960116 908126846430
960819 APPLI 960702

960708 APPLI 960701 901159n21 l0.P=90l1932361278

960226
960621
9601114
960489
(9609)
960587
(9609)
960517
9501
960517
960522
9406 96070
8901 960621

(409)

MEMO 960221 6470822
APPLI 960726
APPLI 960711 Rm866-202619-.2q
E-MAIL960419 Pendin
E-MA1L.9601514
FAX
958005Notelkibkexepspace avatit IM
APPLI 960697 RmIS8;M0619
CABLE 960719
MOEMO 960117 SA.-I ;70246205
APPU 960122 3G65W~ft=PWV22033l.I,90
MEO 96029 Faa908l44l71408h802
MEN1O 960417 Fu173$75682;4IkFkrSA.I5
CABLE 960725 tJeilSSOAPOAp962O

MEMO 960212 Futii 82527mi9
APPLI 90612 RmQ733A2024479066Fa,,2647qg5
APPLI 960719 RmM042069405
APPLI 960326 0 1123412614621;Fax2341614412
APPLI 960429 RmLSO0A6-;70S161551;paxsI6I7g6
CABLE 960319
CABLE %60319 SpouS ofChMunaL.
FAX
960521 Room L701*631213;F=202"34110
FAX
960626 Modica1yRWhrieg&xWO18Ig33224s112
WfFMr7g.VO;VWI .On1 IM2121i-.c.
lfMAIJIJ3"
RaxVAPIOA6
CABLE 9605"0 WWA

UaMai, AbrohMf
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Question for the Record Submitted to Patrick F. Kennedy
House International Relations Committee
February 25, 1997
Q.
Given that AiT is supported by funds appropriated to the State
Department and is staffed by Foreign Service Officers, what is the
relationship of AIT to the Department? Are those officers accountable to
anyone in the Department?
A.

The Taiwan Relations Act (TRA) provides that relations carried out by

the USG with respect to Taiwan are to be conducted "in the manner and to
the extent directed by the President" through the American Institute in
Taiwan or such comparable successor non-governmental entity as the President
may designate. The President has delegated his authority under the TRA to
the Secretary of State, and the Institute is a contractor to the Department.
The Institute was created so that the U.S. could carry out unofficial
relations with, Taiwan. While it is not an embassy, the AIT office in Taipei
(AIT/T) is in many practical respects akin to an embassy. Similarly, the AIT
office in Washington (AIT/W) fulfills some of the functions that the
Departments Bureau of East Asian and Pacific Affairs (EAP) would normally
fulfill in Washington.

However, because MIT is a contractor, its management

and financial requirements differ from those of an embassy or office within the
Department. AIT is a nonprofit organization incorporated under the laws of
the District of Columbia. The AIT Trustees are appointed and can be
dismissed by the Secretary of State and their fiscal responsibilities must be
exercised in a manner consistent with the Department's policy directions.
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In accordance with the TRA, AIT is largely staffed by personnel separated from
the Department or other federal agencies (e.g. USDA, Commerce and USIA) who
work under individual contracts with AIT, but who remain accountable to the
Department through the terms and conditions of the State/AIT contract.
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Question for the Record Submitted to Patrick F. Kennedy
House International Relations Committee
February 25, 1997

Q.
Who in the Department in responsible for overseeing AIT activities
and reviewing their audit reports? How frequently are those reviews
conducted?
A.

Various organizations within the Department share responsibility for

overseeing AIT activities. The Bureau of East Asian and Pacific Affairs (EAP)
provides policy oversight. The Bureau of Administration, Office of Acquisition
(A/OPR/ACQ); the Bureau of Finance and Management Policy (FMP);
the Office of the Inspector General (OIG); and EAP have primary
responsibility for management and operational oversight and review of audits.
Other bureaus having some oversight responsibilities include the Bureau of
Legal Affairs (L), the Bureau of Consular Affairs (CA),

the Bureau of

Diplomatic Security (DS) and Foreign Building Operations (A/FBO).
The Institute is required under its contract with the Department to
have at least one Circular A-133 audit annually, performed by an independent
accounting firm. In addition, various "special audits" and Agreed-Upon
Procedures have been undertaken, when appropriate. The results of the
annual and special audits are reviewed by the relevant Department bureaus
as they are finalized.
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Question for the Record Submitted to Patrick F. Kennedy
House International Relations Committee
February 25, 1997
Q.
Does the quasi-government status of AIT hinder proper management
of that organization?
A.

AIT is a nonprofit corporation that carries out unofficial relations with

Taiwan. The unique nature of AIT presents a number of challenges, none of
which has precluded proper management. Over the 18 years since its creation
AIT has served the American people well. The Department and AIT have
worked actively to rectify problems identified during day-to-day operations as
AiT's work requirements increased and in AIT inspection and audit reports.
These efforts included a new DOS/AIT contract, effective January 1995, which
was designed to tighten day-to-day controls. AIT has purchased and is in the
process of installing an independent financial management system designed to
accommodate its unique needs.
We are confident that these ongoing initiatives will improve the efficiency and
operations at AIT.
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Question for the RQcord Submitted to Patrick F. Kennedy
House International Relations Committee
February 25, 1997

Q.

What steps are being taken to reform AIT financial management?

A.

The Department and AIT have been involved in an ongoing process to improve

the financial management of AIT. This process included putting in place a new
State/AIT contract, effective January 1995, which added requirements designed to
reform AiT's financial management.

In accordance with this contract, AIT is proceeding

with:
--

The purchase and installation of an independent financial management
system which will provide full accounting, disbursing and financial
reporting for AIT's operations, and

--Hiring

a Certified Public Accountant for AIT/I to provide additional guidance

for overall accounting functions and fiscal reporting.

In addition, the yearly independent audits provide an ongoing basis on which to
evaluate whether additional steps need to be taken.
State and AIT are engaged in an ongoing consultative process to monitor AiT's
operations to assure its proper management and adherence to management policies and
procedures.

